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1. 
IN TH ODUC '.fl I cm 
The consumer's de:mand for broilers is increasing yearly. 
To meet this increased dernand, broiler producers are growing 
broilers throughout the year. il'his practice in turn has 
brought about a demand for broiler chicks at all seasons of 
the year. A regulation ot the 1Iational Poul try Improvement 
Flan requires that eggs being set during the months June 
through November inclusive weigh a minimum of 1 10/12 ounces 
each. As most hatchery flocks are replaced yearly; hatchery-
men have a problem o:t"' obtaining sufficient hatching eggs 
which. meet this weight requirement. It is believed by some 
broiler producers that chicks hatched from eggs weighing less 
than 1 10/12 ounces grow as satis:factorily,as do chicks 
hatched from larger eggs. 
Ha.tcherymen have observed that chicks :may hatch from eggs 
from the twentieth through the twenty-second day of incubation. 
It appears that those chicks which emerge early are more vigor-
ous. Hatcherymen have often asked whether early-emerging chicks 
have any advantage in growth over late-emerging chicks at broil-
er age. 
As these questions were asked by the hatcherymen and 
broiler producers of' Oklahoma, this investigation was under-
taken. 
The objectives or this investigation are the following: 
1. To determine the effect of egg size on 
gro·wth and reproductive performance. 
2. To determine the effect of rapidity of 
hatching on growth and reproductive 
performance. 
3. To determine the effect of egg size on 
rapidity of hatching. 
2. 
3. 
OF 1rHE LITERA.TURE 
Because this investigation deals with several problems 
the review of t.he lit:E}rature vdll be divided into the follow-
ing parts: the effect of egg size on growth, the effect of 
egg size on egg production, the ef'fect of emergent period on 
growth, the effect of emergent period on reproductive per-
formance, and. factors ai'f'ecting length of incubation. 
The Eff'ect of Egg Size 2£ Growth 
Benjamin (1920) four1d th.at a significant postive corre-
lation exists between egg size and the size of the chick 
hatched from the egg. Halberslcben and Tu1ussehl (1922), Upp 
(1927}, w:aters (1931)., Graham (1932}, and tiunro and Kosin 
(1940) added further evidence that chick weight and egg weight 
are closely and postively correlated. The correlations 
between egg weight and chick weight obtained by these workers 
range from O.BJ to 0.95. Jull and Quinn (1925), and Hays and 
Sanborn (1929) have shown that chicks hatched from eggs of 
yearling hens tend to h8.ve a highe1"" mean weight than chicks 
hatched from pullet eggs. ·rhis is probably because the eggs 
from yearling hens tend to be heavier than those of pullets. 
Galpin (193U) reported a seasonal fluctuation in the depend-
ence of chick vveieht upon egg weight. ·rhe highest correlation 
between these two varlablE;S was f'ound in :March and April, while 
the lowest was :found in July. I'hese seasonal changes in the 
dependence of hatching v1oight ox1 e weight have been inter-
preted by Galpin as the expression of a varying maternal 
metabolism, the changes in the metaboli c rate being related 
to thyroid activity. Penquite and Milby (1941) found that 
chicks from hens fed low levels of protein were larger and 
the chicks from hens fed high levels of protein were smaller 
than would be expected on the basis of egg size alone . They 
concluded that about 12 percent of the variation in chick 
weight at hat ching time is due to factors other than varia-
tion in egg weight . They obtained a correlation between egg 
weight and chick weight of 0.94. Skogl und and Tomhave (1949) 
' 
reported that the i itial weight of the chick increases as 
the weight of the egg increa es. Byerly (1932) concluded 
that the rate of growt 1 of t he chick embryo depends upon an 
inherent growth rate . Thi s i nheren t growth rate is probably 
identical for all breeds . The rate of growth of the embryo 
was shown by Byerly to be modified in direct proportion to 
egg size. 
Benjamin (1920) . reported t hat the significant postive 
correlation between the size of the egg and chick weight per-
sists Cora period of 128 weeks of age . Hays and Sanborn 
(1929) reported that in Rhode Island Reds the weight differ-
ence at day-old persisted at 4 weeks of a ge, when the chicks 
from the large eggs were 26 .9 percent heavier than the chicks 
from small eggs in the extrema cl asses . At the a ge of 21 
weeks they found that this weight difference in chicks had 
disappeared. They further f ound that the hatching date of 
Rhode Island Reds ranging over 49-day period affected the 
weight of chicks throughout most of the. gro ing season . The 
difference in mean hatching weight of the chicks in the first 
and last hatches was not striking, but early hatched chicks 
were 12.90 percent heavier at 2 weeks of age, 28.79 percent 
heavier at 4 weeks of age, 21 .• 70 percent heavier at 16 weeks 
of age and 17.12 percent heavier at 21 weeks of age than 
the late hatched chicks. Skoglund and Tomhave (1949) obtain-
ed results. which show that chicks produced from eggs weighing 
27 to 30 ounces per dozen were heavier at 12 weeks of age than 
chicks from small,er eggs. In this study no statistical anal-
ysis was made~ They found that broilers produced from eggs 
weighing at least 22 ounces per dozen grew satisfactorily. 
Habersleben and Mussehl (1922) .found that at 35 days of 
age chicks from large eggs had no weight advantage over ch:t_cks 
hatched .from small eggs. Upp {1927} reported tta.t day-old 
chick weight of Rhode Island Reds -was an unreliable index of 
the chick weight when two, four or twelve weeks of age. He 
observed that rate of growth was in most cases independent 
o.f chick size at hatching. Callenbach (1934), using Barred 
Plymouth Rocks and White Leghorns, found no relation between 
pullet chick weight and subsequent body weight at 3, 8 and 
16 \"leeks of age, or at sexual maturity. McClung and Smith 
(1949), using Y/hite Wyandottes, obtained a postive corre-
lation which was non-significant between egg weight and 12-
week weight. Working with turkeys, Scott and Phillips (1936) 
observed that egg weight is highly correlated with day-old 
,eight, but not with subsequent weight except ror the two-
week weight of the males. Hays and Sanborn (1929) have shown 
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that the age of the dam affects the growth of the progeny. 
They found that the weight of chicks from hens was 5 . 01 per-
cent heavier than chicks from pullets . It is well known that 
eggs from hens are generally heavier than those of pullets, 
and therefore chicks from hens ould be expected to be heavier 
than those hatched from pullet eggs . At 4 and 16 weeks of age 
the chicks from hens were 8.62 and 6.97 percent heavier respec-
tively than the chicks hatched from pullets . At 21 eeks of 
age there was no significant difference in weight between the 
two groups . 
The Effect of~ Size £g _ggg Production 
There is no information regarding the effect of size of 
the e gg from which the pullet hatches and egg production . As 
Funk and Kempster (1934) have shown that dams which lay large 
eggs tend to produce daughters which also lay large eggs, a 
discussion of the relationship of egg production and egg size 
should be included. 
Atwood (1923) found that heavy layers laid eggs at least 
as large as the average for the breed or strain. Parkhurst 
(1925) reported no significant correlation between the 365-
day record and the mean egg weight for that period . At ood 
and Clark (1930) confirmed the findings of Parkhurst. They 
found that a bird which lays a large number of eggs is as 
likely to lay large eggs a s small ones . Bennion and Warren 
(1933) reported that the higher producing birds maintained a 
larger mean weekly egg si~e throughout the year than did lower 
producing birds . Marble (1930) found that high egg produc-
tion is accompanied by decreased egg size due to increased 
length of cycle . Low egg production is accompanied by de-
creased eg13 size due to lack of vigor . He concluded that the 
maximum egg size in any group studied was obtained from those 
birds laying approximately the mean production of that group . 
The Effect of Emergent Period .2.!! Growth 
Hays (19L1_1) could not show any relation between length 
of incubation and body weight o:f pullets at six months of' age; 
but he did find that cockerels, which emerged early, rere 
slightly heavier at six months of age than those which emerged 
later. He also was unable to find any relation between length 
of incubation and body weight of pullets at sexual maturity , 
or at the end of the first laying year. Henderson and Champion 
(1948) observed the relationship between the incubation period 
for chicks of several breeds and the weight of the chicks at 
8 weeks of age . They .found that chicks emerging first showed 
a tendency to be heavier at 8 weeks of age than those emerging 
last , but in only one group was the correlation sufficiently 
high to be significant . However, egg size and age of eggs 
were controlled variables in their experiment . 
~Effect of Emergent Period sza eproductive Per.formance 
Hays (1941) found that very early emerging pullets are 
likely to be .slightly earlier in reaching sexual maturity 
than late emerging ones . He found that more eges before March 
first may be expected from early emerging pullets . As the 
8 . 
length of incubation period increases, Hays found that there 
was a consistent de cline in annual egg production. It is 
possible that this difference in egg production, a s shown by 
Bays., is due to the difference that he has observed in sexual 
maturity . Be also observed that ·early emerging pullets are 
likely to be more persistent layers than late emerging pullets . 
Smyth et al. (1949) ere unable to find any important differ-
ence in the egg production of early hatching pullets and late 
hatching pullets f or the first six months of production. 
Factors Affecting Length 2£. Incubation Period 
As this is a study involving rapidity of hatching and 
its effect on growth and reproductive performance, some con-
sideration should be given to normal variation of incubation 
period as well as factors which may affect rapidity of hatch-
ing. 
Normal Variation in Incubation - - Bergtold (1917) defines 
length or incubation as be ng the number of days or weeks nec -
essary to completely hatch the young. He lists the incubation 
period of the domestic hen as 21 days . Byerly (1933) reported 
that eggs from hen vary in duration of incubation from 480 hours 
(20 days·) to 522 hours (21 3/4 days). Romanoff et al. {1932) 
state that in commercial incubators the peak of a hatch is 
reached at about the twentieth day of incubat.on. Olsen and 
Wint n {1941) found that 90 percent of the chicks hatch be-
teen the twentieth and twenty-first day of incubation., but 
there may be a difference of as much as 40 hours between the 
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first and last chick to emerge. Smyth and Howes {1949), study~ 
ins the inheritance of length of incubation period, observed 
that in their original stock the, first chick hatched after 20 
days and 4 hours of incubation, while the last one hatched 
after 21 days and 20 hours of incubation. 
In a discussion of incubation periods of birds, Bergtold 
(1917) states that the true incubation period varies little 
with each species or subspecies under optimum conditions . He 
finds that the true length of incubation can be shortened arti-
ficially with extreme difficulty, but may be prolonged with 
ease . He concludes that a bird's temperature determines or 
fixes the true length of its incubation period, and that only 
an abiding change in the birds temperature can permanently 
alter the true length of its incubation period . Although 
Bergtold believes the true or specific length of incubation 
is a deep-seated, inelastic and persistently unchanging char-
acter, Smyth and Howes (1949) have been able, by selection, 
to lengthen the average incubation period of the hen by 20 
hours . 
Variations in Deve lopment .£f Embryos of Hen's~ 
Nicolaides (1933) observed, through cytological studies, 
that the blastoderms of eggs laid by high hatching hens are 
further advanced at the time of laying than those laid by hens 
of low hatchability, regardless of the time of laying. Hays 
and Nic olaides (1934) confirmed these findings . Taylor and 
Gunns (1935) did not find the size of the embryo to be cor-
related with the hatchability of the dam. They did observe 
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that the first egg in a cycl e of consecutively produced eggs 
contained a larger embryo than other eggs of the cycle . They 
concluded that one major cause of differences in embr yo size 
appears to be the length of time the egg is retained in the 
oviduct. McNal l y and Byerly (1936) reported that embryos 
from fresh fe r tile eggs , after being incubated for 48 hours , 
showed a variation in developoent of from 9 to 26 somites . 
The averaee number of somites of embryos increases with the 
length of time between eggs of a cycle . In eggs from individ-
ual hens, the number of somites increases with egg weight when 
eggs weigh above a minimum value for the hen at that time . 
Neel (1942) confirmed the work of Nicolaides (1933) and Hays 
and Ni colaides (1934) . He also found that rate of embryo 
development appears to decrease with the age of the hen . 
~ Size -- Bergtold (1917) found that egg size, within 
the Avi&n Class, is loosely related to the true length of in-
cubation . Byerly (1933 ), reported that large eggs generally 
require a longer incubation period than do small eggs . His 
reas oning is that the heavi ~r the egg, t he mo r e growth in 
proportion to egg weight that must be made after eighteen 
days of incubation to br ing the chick at hatching time to its 
usual percentage of egg weight , and hence a longe r incubation 
period is required . Huggins and Huggins (1941) state that 
previously presented evidence would indicate that there is a 
general postive correlation between egg weight and length of 
incubation. Olsen (1942), using turkey eggs , found that smal l 
eggs required 3 to 4 hours less time to hatch than large eggs . 
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Hays (1941) could not show the length of incubation period 
to be affected by weights of eggs in 430 dams studied . 
~ Storage .!!!S! Incubation eriod ood (1905) observed 
tha t fresh eggs ha t ch earlier and that the chicks from them 
are stronger t han those from older e ggs . Wai te (1919 ) report-
ed tha t the deterioration in hatch ing quality of eggs wi th age 
is slight up to the sixth or seventh day ·but after t his period 
the rate of deteri rati n is very much accelerated and varies 
almost directly with a ge . Byerly (1933} and Funk (1934) found 
that durati n of i n cubation varied directly with the length 
of storage period. Funk (1934) re ported t hat eggs hich were 
held from fourteen to t wenty-one days required from 14 to 18 
hours longer incubation than did those Nhich ere hel for 
less than eight days . 
Incubation Temperature and I n cubation Period -- In 
natural incubation, a s shown by Huggins (1941 ), there is no 
one absolute temperature, but a r ange of temperatures through 
which an egg can develop nor ally, and the y oung hatch . Under 
artirici~l incubat i on conditions sing forced draft incubators, 
egg temerature should vary little. Phillips and Drooks (1923) 
have shown that temperatures above the optimum resulted in an 
early hatch. Barott (1937) reported that the higher the tem-
perature, the greater a.s the energy metabolism, consequently 
t h e more rapid the development of the chick and the earlier 
t he hatch . The length of incubation period varied from 19! 
days at 10J .5°F. to about 23! days at 96°F. At l00°F. hatch-
ing took place at about 20! days . Romanoff et al . (1932) 
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state that the time of hatch is most influenced by extremes 
of temperature during the first week of incubation. They 
also found that low temperature has a more pronounced influ-
ence in delaying the hatch than high temperature in shorten-
ing the hatch. They found the range of distribution of the 
hatch to be noticeably wide only under a prolonged exposure 
to an unfavorable temperature . Romanoff and Faber (1933) 
found that hatching occurred one-half day or so earlier than 
usual at high temperature , and was very irregular and delayed 
for about two days at low temperature . 
Hormonal Control of Incubation Period 'heeler and 
Hoffman (1948) reported that chicks from hens fed varying 
levels of thyroprotein in their diets required longer periods 
of incubation . They conclude that delayed hatching may be 
due to: {1} reduced rate of embryonic development as a re-
sult of a deficient maternal hormone, or (2} ineffective 
functioning of the chick thyroid during the last half of 
incubation . 
Factors Which~ Influence Incubation Period -- There 
are factors which have been s hown to have an affect upon the 
growth of the embryo at various stages . Although no workers 
have shown these factors to have an influence on incubation 
period, it may well be that these factors have some influ-
ence . 
Romanoff (1929, 1930} observed that the growth of the 
embryo was somewhat hastened at high humidity, and retarded 
at low humidity . 
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Cruz and Romanoff (1944) reported that the early 
growth of the embryo is accelerated by exposure to oxygen 
concentration above 21 percent . Meshew (1949) showed that 
the hatching weight of ch icks and poults incubated in an 
atmosphere containing 25.5 percent oxygen was slightly 
higher than those incubated under normal atmospheric condi-
tions . The average two- eek weight of chicks receiving 
additional oxygen during incubation Y&S slightly higher than 
the average two- week we i ghts of chicks which did not receive 
additional oxygen. 
Romano.ff (1930) obtained results which indicate that 
moderate amounts of carbon dioxide (about 0.4 percent} stim-
ulates the growth of the embryo during the .first f .ew days 
of incubation. Increasing amounts of carbon dioxide re-
sulted in slow growth and early embryo mortality. 
EXPI~B H2WTAL Pn OC.EDUTIE 
As the Wew Hampshire breed is noted for broiler produc-
tion, it i7as sole cted for this study. Eggs used in this in-
vestigation were obtained from the Oklaho::na Station strain 
of Ifow Hampshires. Four trials were conducted to study the 
effect of egg size Q.nd rapidity of b..atching on growth and 
reproductive performance. Tri.al 1, whlch inc.ludcd 10 groups 
or eggs, ,nas ha tcb.e.d between '.P(')bru.ary 5 and 14, 1949; Trial 2, 
which included 5 grou9s of ege;s, 1;7as hatched between April 26 
and JO, 19L~9; Trial 3, which included 2 groups of eggs, was 
hatched November 26, 1911.9; and tfria.1 L-1-~ composed of but one 
group, was hatched February 2, 1950. 
Tr:tala 1 and 2 were conducted in the following ma.nne:r~. 
The eggs were obtained from a .flock 1,12. ting. Each egg was 
pedigreed as to the hen's number and the date it was la.id. 
The eggs were gathered twice daily, then sorted into holding 
trays. The eggs were held at desirable holding temperatures 
f'or !.,our <,iays as this was considered the average number of' 
days eggs are ho.ld be.fore being brought to the hatchery~ As 
Byerly (1933) has shown egg size to be a factor affecting 
length of incubation, each egg was weighed to the nearest half 
gram. After being weighed the eggs were trayed and placed into 
a modern incubator. Instructions of the m.anufacturer were :fol-
lowed in the operation of the incubator. On the eighteenth 
day the eggs were candled and each fertile egg placed in an 
individual basket !'or hatching. A cardboard tag., secured to 
es.ch basket by wire clips, was used to record data pertinent 
to the egg involved. 
Seven emergent periods spaced eight hours apart were 
established; the first beginning at J:00 P.M. on the twenti-
eth day of incubation and the last period concluding at 
3:00 P.M. the twenty-second day of incubation. At the end 
of each emergent period, the hatcher was opened and each 
basket was checked for a chick. If a chick had emerged, the 
emergent period was marked on the tag attached to the basket. 
Opening of the hatcher did not greatly effect temperature, as 
the drop in temperature was usually less than 2 degrees. At 
the end of the last emergent period, the chicks were removed 
from the baskets, weighed and wingbanded. 
After hatching the chicks wer•e placed in brooders and 
fed a ration considered adequate f'or good growth. The chicks 
were weighed at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 weeks of age. At 4 weeks 
of age Trial 2 chicks were vaccinated with live virus Newcastle 
vaccine. 
In Trial 3 only egg weight and growth \Vere considered. 
In this trial eggs were collected for eleven days before being 
incubated. The eggs ,vere weighed to the nearest tenth of a 
gram, set in the incubator, candled at 18 days, and then each 
fertile egg was placed in a separate basket for hatching. The 
chicks were weighed at weekly intervals until 12 weeks of age. 
At 4 weeks of age the chicks were vaccinated with live virus 
!~ewcastle vaccine. 
In Trial 4 the eggs were collected for seven days. At 
the end of seven days, the eggs were weighed to the nearest 
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tenth of a gram and placed in the incubator. The eggs were 
placed in the incubator at the stune time of day as in Trials 
land 2. On the eighteenth day the eggs were transferred to 
individual baskets. The same emergont periods were used as 
in Trials 1 and 2. In thi.s trial at the end of each emergent 
period those chicks which had hatched wer•e removed fr•o:m the 
baskets. As soon as the chicks had been weighed and wing-
banded, they were placed in the brooder house where feed and 
water were available. This procedure was followed because 
of' the possibility that any advantage chicks e;ained by emerg-
ing early might be lost while they remained in the incubator 
to the end of the hatch. All night lights were used for· the 
first week in order th.at chicks placed in the brooders at 
night could f'ind feed and water. 
To study the effects of egg size and emergent period on 
reproductive performance., pullets from Trials land 2 were 
used. At twelve weeks of age the pullets were placed on ber-
muda grass ranges. 1:Vhile on range the birds were fed growing 
mash and grain. A,t twenty weeks of age the pullets were housed. 
1rrial l pullets we1?e housed ,June 30, 1949, in two 20 by 20 foot 
straw loft pens. Trial 2 pullets were housed September, 1949, 
in a 32 by 32 foot straw loft pen. At housing the pullets 
were weighed and leg-banded. I'he birds were fed laying mash, 
free choice, and a grain mixture in the litter. The pullets 
received morning lights from early fall until spring. Pullets 
in Trial 1 were trapne.sted eleven months and pullets in Trial 2 
eight months. Mo culling was done at any time. Mortality 
rate.s .from. all causes were considere-d. Age of' sexual matu-
rity and the nUiilber of eggs laid were the only f'aetors eon• 
sidered under reproductive performance in this study .. Two 
methods of' calculating egg production were used. The .first 
1nethod include.d the egg production or only those birds alive 
at the end of' the study; the second 1·nethod ineludod the egg 
pi->oductlon of' all birds housed. 
Pullets in T:rial 1 eontaeted Hevico.stlo in november, 
, 1949, while pullets in Trial 2 were imxnune due to previous 
va.eeinat ion .• 
Simple correlation coef'ficients were obtained using 
the f'o:rmula of Chambers (1946} in order to determine ii' any 
relation exists. between ogg siae and growth to 12 weeks o:f 
age, ruid egg size a;nd rep1"'oduetive performance. This same 
method of: analysis v1as used to deter.mine any possible rela-
t;ionsr.:.ip between emergent period and g:r-owth to 12 weeks of 
age and reproductive peri'or.mance. 
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RESULTS 
Ef feet .2f. Egg ~ -2.!!: Growth 
A total of 693 male and 735 fewAle cnicks were hatched 
in four different trials and grown to twelve weeks of age in 
order to determine the effect of egg size on growth. In 
general, little relationship exists between egg size and 
growth at twelve weeks of age.. The results of these trials 
are shown in tables 1, la, 2·,, 2a, 3, 3a, 4, 4a.,. 5 and 5a. 
All data were·divided into 5 gram egg-weight classes with 
the totals for all classes included. This was done in order 
to minimize the advantage early emerging chicks gain in 
growth, as was indicated by the findi.ngs of Hays (194-1) 
and Henderson and Champion (1948). 
For the totals; in all trials a highly significant 
positive correlation was obtained between egg size and day-
old chick weight for both sexes. Within the 5 gram egg-
weight classes highly positive correlations were found 
except where the number of chicks- involved. were small, 
indicating that chicks from large eggs are larger at hatch-
ing time than chicks from small eggs. 
Positive highly significant correlation.s for the totals 
were obtained between egg size and growth for both sexes,· at 
one, two, and three weeks of age except for the females in 
Trial 1. No explanation can be given for the non-significant 
value found in T~ial 1 females except one of statistical inter-
pretation. It might be due to the "one-in-twenty" of sampling 
probability. Within the 5 gra:tn egg-weight classes both 
pos.itive and negative correlations were found indicating 
that within a small egg size range there ..,,as little relation-
ship between egg size and growth at these ages. 
Hoth highly significant and significant correlations 
were obtained between· egg size and gr<Y!.rth for both sexes 
at four, five and six v1eeks of age for ·the totals 1n all 
trials except Trial 2 :males and Tria.1 3 - 501, males and 
females. This indicates that with chicks from eggs with a 
43 to 75 gram range there was some relationship between egg 
size and growth at these ages. Th0 results w1.thin tho 5 
gram egg-weight classes vary. In general,. little relation-
ship was found to exist between egg size and growth at these 
ages. 
After six weeks of· age the results vary. Both signifi-
cant and non-significant correlations were obtained between 
egg size and gro\11th for the totals. The major ef'f"ee t of 
egg size on growth appears' to have been overcome by six 
,neeks of age in :most of the trials• 
At twelve weeks of age a positive correlation for all 
totals still exists between egg size and growth for both 
sexes excep·t for Trial 3 - 501, females. •I. Only with Trial l 
males and Trial 2 females were correlations statistically 
significant. By twelve ·.voeks of age no apparent and consist-
ent advantage appears to exist between egg size and growth. 
Positive but non•signif:tcant correlations of 0.058 and 
Q.087 were obtained between egg size and growth at twenty 
weeks of age for fe:t:1ales of Trials 1 and 2 respectively6 
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indicating no relation bet\7eon egg a:ize and grov1th at this age. 
Although there was l1ttlo .r0latio:nship between egg size 
and grovlth at· twelve weeks of age, the ranee of· egg weigb:t~.,,.-
y 
involved aff'ect;ed the time required to overcor.1e egg siz~. }.J: 
As v1as f'ound in the 5 gram egg~v~ight classe-s, chicks from<''' 
~ggs m th a small range in weight v,ere able to over-come the''.· 
inf'luence of egg size within a.. short.er" time than chicks from 
eggs ivith a large :range in weight.· 
Effect .£! ~ Size .9!l Re;e:-oducti ve Performance 
A total or 323 pullets housed in two trials were trap• 
nested in order t9 determine the ef'fect of size of' the egg 
.from. which ·the pullet hatched on reproductive performance .• 
}Io apparent relationship exists between the siz.e or the egg 
from which the pullet hatched and sexual maturity Ol:"' egg 
. production. 
In Trial l a positive eo.rrelatio:n of 0.006 and in 
Trial 2 a negative correlation of' 0.117 wero obtained be ... 
tween the size or the egg :from which the pullet he.tehed and 
sexual maturity. The average age of sexual maturity :for 
Trials land 2 was 185 and 190 days respeetively. This was 
probably a true difference in age o.f sexual maturity even 
though there was two months diff'erence in date o:r hatch. The 
pullets in TJ:>ial 2 received artificial lights which gave them 
appro:x:irJa.tely t:b.E> sa:rae length. of day at age of' sexual mat~-
ity as the pullets in Trial 1. Byerly and Yu1ox (191~6) have 
shown that artlf'icial l:i.zhts at the time of sexual maturit7 
modi.fies tho ef'f'ect of thw or ha.tch on a$e at sexual raaturity .• 
21. 
A significant negative correlation of 0.212 was obtained 
betui;een the size of the egg from r.1hlch the pullet hatehod and 
egg production of the r.mrvivinc pullets, and a :non-significant 
negative cor•re1ation of' 0.089 ua.s obtained bet'\l:een egg size 
fro:m whlch the ;mllst hatc}wd and egg production 01' all 
pullets housed for \Prial 1. In 'rr·ial 2 non-significant, 
poiii tive correlations of 0.1!+8 and 0.134 were obtained between 
egg size from which the pullet hatched und egg production of 
the su1"'vivlng pullets and all pullets housed respectively. 
This int1icat0s th.at in both tr-ials little relation exists 
bettveen size of the egg from which the pullet hatched and 
egg production. The average egg production on a. hen-housed 
basis v1as 92 eggs for Trial 1 and 83 eggs for Trial 2 for 
periods of ll and 8 months respectively. 
Effect S!f. Emergent .t_eziod _2!! Growth 
A total of 481 malE:J and 506 female chicks we1"e hatched 
in three trials and grm7:n to twelve weeks of age in order to 
determine the affect of emergent period on growth. Early-
emerging chicks showed little advantage in g1"'owth ,nhen they 
1;vere left Jn the incubator until the twenty-second day of' 
incubation, hut they did show a slight advantage in growth 
when they were removed from the incubator soon after hatch-
ing and given feed and water. The results of these trials 
are shown in tables 6, 6a., 1~ 7a, 8, Sa and 9. The data 
were divided into S gram egg-weight classes in order to 
minimize the effect that egg s:L:',c~ has on eme1"'gent period 
(Byerly, 1933). 
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Within the 5 gram egg-weight classes both positive 
and negative correlations were obtained between egg size 
and emergent period. Only in T:ria1 1 males and in Trial l 
femal,9s \'1RS a significant posi tlve corro1a tion obtalned in 
the 5 gram egg-weight classes. In general, there was no 
relation between egg size and emergent period within the 
5 grarr1 egg-wei classes. 
In 1rrials l and 2' highly significant positive correlations 
were obtained bct,:1een emergent p<3I'iod and day-old chick weight 
for the totals for both sexes. In T'rial 1~ negat:t ve correla-
t:lons vrere found for the totals for both sexes.. The 
differences that ,;:,ere found may be ex1,lained by the fact 
that ch.icks in Ti-•ial 4 'Nera removed from the incubator soon 
after hatch:tng and weighed,, while those chicks in Tr,ials 1 
and 2 remained in the incubator until the twenty-second day 
before being weighed. Thus, the chicks in Trial 4 lost 
little weight while those in Trials 1 and 2 lost t1eight 
because of their prolonged stay in the incubator. Both 
positivo and negative correlations were obtained between 
emergent period and day-old chick weight in the 5 gram 
egg•weight classes indicating little relationship between 
emergent period and day-old weight. 
In Trials l and 2 positive correlations were obtai\1ed 
between emergent period and two week weight for the totals 
of both sexes except for Trial 2 females. After th.is tir:1e 
a majority of the correlations betv.reen emergent period and 
growth to ten weeks of age were negative except for Trial 2 
2J .. 
males. In Trial 4 negative correlations were obtained 
from one week of age to 12 weeks of age for the totals of 
both sexes except for the males at four weeks of age. The 
chicks in Trial 4- were removed from the incubator soon after 
hatching and were given access to feed and water. Thus 
they were able to :r:1aintain the advantage gained by emerging 
early. 
Non~significant positive correlations were obtained 
between emergent period and growt..11. at 12 weeks o.f age for 
the totals for the r:1ales and fer.1ales in 1rrial 1 and the 
males in Trial 2, and negative correlations were found for 
the totals of ~rial Z females t1nd Trial l.1- .m&les and females. 
The co1~relations of Trial 2' and 11. females were significant. 
The difference observed here may be due to environmental 
factors influencing growth and the ti111e the chicks were 
removed from the incubatorf! In general, early emerging 
chicks maintain a slight advantage in growth at twelve weeks 
of age, especially vshen they are given access to feed and 
water shortly after emerging from the shell. 
At 20 w,eeks of age, as sh01rm in ta.b le 9, pullets in 
Trial l showed little relation between eniergent period and 
grmvth, while in Trial 2. the pullets which eme1•ged early 
were larger than the pullets which emerged later. 
Effec~ of Emergent Period .2!1 Reproductive Perf'ormance 
A total of 323 pullets were housed in tv.ro trials and 
trapnested in order to determine the effect of emergent 
period on reproductive perforrns.nce. Generally, pullets 
which emerge early reach sexual maturity sooner and lay a 
few _;11ore eggs than the pullets nhlch emerge ~ater. The 
relationship of ernergent period to sex1ial maturity is shown 
in table 10, while th.e relationship of emergent per·iod and 
egg production is shown in table 11. 
The results of Trial 1 show little relationship between 
emergent period and scnrnal :maturity, while the results of 
Trial 2 indlcate that early e:morging pullets mature earlier 
sexually than the later emerging pullets. The source of 
variation may be due to the envirorunent under which the 
pullets were grown, or to the differance in the date of 
hatch. The pullets in 'rrial 2 ,.vere grovm during the warmer 
part of the year and ha.tchisd. two months later than Trial 1 
pullets. 
The egg production of all surviving pullets of both 
trials indicate that the early emerging pullets lay a ·rew 
more eggs than the late emerging pullets •. Based on the egg 
production of pullets housed larger differences of egg 
production were found between the early emerging pullets and 
the late emerging pullets. It is possible a part of the differ-
ence in.egg production was due to the fact that early emerging 
pullets reached sexual :maturity sooner than the late, emerging 
pullets. 
Effect £.!. Egg -~ .2.!!_ E:mergent Period 
There have been conflictlng data concerning ·the effect 
of egg size on emergent period. Byerly (1933) reported that 
larger egg8 generally require longer incubation periods. 
Hays (191+9), using the mean egg weight of the first ten 
eggs: laid during the hatching season as a measure of egg 
weight, could sh.ow no relation between egg size and l•;;;ngth 
of incubation of L~JO dams studied. The range of egg 1.llleights 
in Byerly' s data was from 52: to 57 grams, while no range is 
given for Hay's data .. 
Table 12 shows the relation of emergent period and egg 
size. The egg weights in this study range from )4,6 to 75 gra.·ms 
with a mean egg weight of 61.14 + 4.L~68 grams. The average 
emergent period was 4.500 + 1.162. Thi.s co:r•responds to the 
first half of the twenty-first day of incubation. v..rhen the 
three tr:ta.ls were combined a highly significant positive 
correlation was obtained indicating that larger eggs require 
a longer per•iod of incubation than do small eggs. Only in 
'J:rial 4 was a non-signii':Lcant correlation found. 
Within the S grant egg ... weight classes as seen in tables 
6, 6a, 7, 7a, 8, and 8a little variation in emergent period 
",'!JaS found. As the mean egg weieht increases for each 5 gram 
egg-weight class, there was a general increase in the mean 
emergent period for both sex.es• 
'rhe results cf these data. tend to show tha.t chicks from 
large eggs emerge later than do chicks from small eggs. This 
would confh-w. Byerly' s (1933) finding but apparently the range 
of egg weights involved has a definite bE,aring on the results 
obtained. 
26. 
~ Weight ~ ~ Ratios 
The results o:r this study,, as shm"i'n in table 13, con, ... 
.firm thoseo.f Jull {1924), Jull and Quinn (1925). and 
Munro· and Kosin (1940) shotr?ing that there is no apparent re-
lation between egg weight and sex ratios.. lfo signi:ficant 
chi square values were obtained in the.se data. 
The data i:-:.rere further divided into two groups. Group 
l was composed of eggs weighing botween ir.J and 58.9 grams 
and Group 2~ eggs weighing between 59 and 75 grams. Non-
signl:fiea.nt ehi square values. of' o. 78 for Group l and 1.,03 
for Group 2 were obtained. indicating no apparent relation 
between egg weight and sex ratios .• 
Emergent Period .!S£! ~ Ratios 
The data. in table 14 show that- .feraales predominate. 
within tho early emergent per-lods,, while males prevail in 
the later periods .• , This confirms the ,,vork of' Hays: (1941) 
working with ehiekens.. and of Fronds. and Infante ( 19!I.8) 
· using ducks. The tot.a ls of tho. three trials shm:r only 
-eme:i."'gent periods tm.,ee and seven with signi:ticant values. 
one to four composing Group land emergent periods fivo to 
seven Group 2. In the forme-r group,. 212 :males and 286 fe-
males were obtained and in the latter group_,, 269 males and 
220 f'ema.les. · Chi square values of. 10.99 (P:'.:),.01) and 4.91 
(P~.o5) respectively -were obtainod. The mean emergent per-
iod f'or all male chicks vms 4 .• 665 + 1 .• 157 while for female 
' ·-
These results i:ndJ.cat;e -chat; :i."e:n1ales predominate in 
the 1'irst b.ali" of the hatch and I,mles in the second half. 
Perhaps this ls an indication oi.~ n higher m.eta.bolie rate 
for females than for males. 
Emergent Period and r:Iortalitv; 
.... . ~.- . . . ..-~ ~-----.,,.,-
Table 15 .shows the relation or emergent period a:m:l 
mortality to t11ielve weeks of age. In Tr•ials 1 and 2, 31.l 
and 18. 3 percent mortality war1 recorded. In these trials 
there was a slig.,:."1.t trend to higher mortality in the late 
ame:t'ging ehicks. In Trial q. tvhich had a low :mortality, 
2.4 percent, this trend was reversed.. When all data o.f the 
three trials V!Tere combined,. there a.ppeared to be no rela-
tion between eme1"gcnt pe:r•iod. ar.1.d viability. *:Phis is not in 
aceord v1ith tl1e results of Hays {194.1) who round early ew.er-
ging chicks to be more viable .. The di.fference observed be-
varia:tion of' raortalit~y r•ecorded in. th:i.s s t-udy. 
Table 16 shows the re la'tion of' emergent per•lod to 
:mortality in M1e laying house. Little 1"'elation was shmrn 
between e:i:riergent per:lod and viability, confirm.ing the •;vork 
of Hays (19~-1). 
"'' • 'l Fer • bt ., ,.. D • f..., v11.1.c.,r ¥~01.g.. ana ~ · 1. rercnces 
In all trials ·there v.ras a difi'orence between day-·ol.d 
l!k'=tle and female c_hick weight. The mean YJeight a.t one day-old 
for males was 42,. 3163 ;:t 4.6~.6 grruns and that 1'01" f'erriales was 
41.6!.~81 +. 1-1-.422 gra.1ns. VJhen a g:r•oup comparison was made, a 
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highly significant t value of 2.78 with 1425 degrees of 
freedom was obtained. These data agree with those of 
.r,!ll· 
Munro and Ko~in (1940), Kosin and Munro (1941), and Rom.anoff 
(19t~S) sho·wing that male chicks weigh more at hatching 
time than do female chicks. 
The mean egg weights from which the above chicks 
hatched were 59.3517 + 5.626 grams for the males and 
59.1368 :!:_ 5.603 griun.s for the females. A t value of o. 72 
with li~25 degrees of freedom was found indicattng that no 
significant difference exists between the mean egg weight 
from vh ich the ma.le chicks hatched and those from which the 
females hatched. This confirms the work of Jull and Quinn 
(1925). 
Kosin and Munro (1941) have hypothesized that the male 
chicks utilize more of the shell calcium than females. This 
results in the male chicks having larger bones and heavier 
muscles and viscera than the female chicks. Romanoff (1948) 
found the calcium content of female chicks to be slightly 
greater than that of the male chicks. No data were collect-
ed in this study which would aid in answering this question. 
Effect of Adult Body~£!! Growth 
A total. of 275 pullets in two trials were weighed at 
10 months of age in order to determj_ne the effect of adult 
size on growth. Schnetzler {1936) has sho•nn rate of growth 
to be associated with mature body weight# but it has not 
been shown at what ar,o adult body size begins affecting growth. 
In this study it was found that adult body size bee;an exerting 
its influene.e on growth between two and six weeks of a.ge. 
The results a.re shovtn in table 17. 
There was no apparent statistical relationship between 
adult body size and day-old chick weight. The results of 
Trial 1 indicate that the effect of adult body size began 
exerting its influence on growth at about six weeks of age, 
while in Trial 2' this effect is noticed at about two ,veeks 
of age. The source of variation between Trials 1 and 2' may 
be due to environ.mental factors, as the females in Trial Z 
were grown during the warmer part of the year.. Pullets lvith 
large ~ature body weights were largor at twelve weeks of age 
than pullets with small mature body weights. 
Effect 2.f. Sexual Maturitz £!! Growth 
The age of sexual maturity of 321 pullets in two trials 
were determined in order to study the effect of sexual maturity 
on growth. La.timer (1924) and Yiaters (1937) obtained results 
indicating that rate of grovrth was associated with sexual 
maturity. Pullets which reached sexual maturity early were 
larger at about four to six weeks of age to 20 weeks of age 
than pullets which reached sexual maturity later. The results 
are shown in table 18. 
In Trial l sexual maturity began exerting its influence 
on growth as early as four weeks of age, while in 'l1rial 2 
this :i.nfluence was delayed an additional two weeks. At 
twelve weeks of age pullets which reached sexual m~turity 
early woig,.'led slit;htly more then pullets which reached sexual 
:maturity later. 
Relation of Emergent Period a:r1d 'J:otal Chicks Hatched 
A total of 126;'. ch:tcks were hatched in three trials 
• 
in which the emergent period 1,vas observod. fl.ppro.xim,itely 
60.5 percent of the chicks hatched on the last half of the 
tv-1,::rnty-first day of incubation. 'N1e results are sho\m 
in table 19. 
About 19.3 percent o.f' the chicks hatched in pe,riods 
one to three (20 days to 21 days), at"Jout 60 • .5 p·srccnt 
hatched in periods four and five (21 days to 21 2/3 d.ays) 
and about 19 .. 8 percent hatched in periods six and seven 
(21 2/3 days to 22 days). 
Mumber 
TABLE 1 
COHRELATIOU COEF'PICIEN11S BETr"JEEN EGG WEIG-HT Alm GROl!VTH TO 12 WEEKS OF AGE 
UALES 
TRIAL 1 
of Chicks 2 61 40 16 218 
Egg Wt. 
Q1asses • 69-~fi Total 
Av. Day Old wt. lJ 50 .. 9!.l- . 4.3. 72 
s.n. (2, 1.906 3.742 
r. {J) .[i_3q .()07-lHf 
Av. ~r'.ve~k ult. 94-~60 - -105.15 115.26 116.l,1.0 -:.G?J.-06 ________ 112,.73 
S.D. 12.784 19.050 16.86$ 17.506 20.565 18.839 
r. .lh.2 .265{} · .232~- -.OJB .01.9__ __ .331-:1--:} 
Av. 4. Week Wt. 260.BO 264.43 294.74 299.20 - 32,4.38 283~ 
S.D. 42.170 63.890 59.760 63.140 64.000 64.213 
r. · .... 151 .130 .123 -.083 -.063 .261·:}* 6 ----------- - · · - ·1--·-u---.. ____________ l ______ 9 _______ ----- _____ J ___ --- ---------- 1·· ... J.r='--~-- --- -1· Av. Week Wt. 1.21 .. lu .2 1. 1 • / .2 
s.n. .206 .247 .225 .22s .205 .436 
_ r. - .. 200 .115 .110 ... 097"_ -.024 .216~;..i} 
Av. 8 Week Wt~ 1.91 1.89 2.0J. 2.04 2.05 1.99 
S.,D. .360 .314 .327 .304 .301 .325 
r. .005 .212. .128 -.112 -.018 .182-lH~ 
Av. 10 tileek wt. -·.. 2.37 2.43 2.58 2.60 --- 2.60 2.5h 
S.D. .527 .400 .439 -_ .384 .360 .421 
r. - . 009 .182 • lb.. 7 .- .. 079 -~----· 156 .166-:~ 
Av. 12 Week 'Jn .. -- -- ·- 2. 7l.j.. -- -- -- . 2.94 - 3.09 - - - J.07 -- J~l6 -- 3.04-
s. D. .535 .431 . .530 .460 .3 72 .486 
r. .205 .074 _ .099 -&9.1 -~l .1_53~~ 
lJ~werg'.fit-Iri -grams fro1~ day old to 5 weeks of age, in pounds~-?rom 6 to 12 weeks of age. 
(2) Standard Deviation (3} Correlation Coefficients 
{~ Significant ( P>. 05) 
'lrl} Signit.icant (P;:,,.Ol) 
'""' .... 
• 
TABLE la 
GORRELA'rIOM COEFPICIENTS AND GROWTH ·ro 12) vm:EKS, OF AGE 
I:i'EMALES 
!'RIAL l 
!ifuniber ~~~--~~·-~~~~~. ,_ - ~-----------------------------
of Chick£:.; lo _ .58 _ 1 o~; ti 2: 12 227 _ 
Egg Wt. 
Classes g. . L;c9-5J.9. 5h.-58.9 .59-63.9 _ 6@-6c~ .. 9 69 ... 75 • Total . 
Av .. Da.;y Ofd wh. {l} 36.JO 39.39 /4-J.lo J+~.18 11-9.,50 ~.2.79 
S .. n. (2) l.~OB 1.685 1. 962 2. 346 2 .467 3.6.t~2 
r • ( 3 ) ____ • 61,;.&~ __________ • 413*~· ______ • 5'~~ __ • 3 34 ~.-·;t< • 7 04-~· ......• e 8L1-~H$> 
Av~-2WeekWt-. 100.00 106.16 109.75; 120.05 127.75 111.26 
S.D. 22.162 18.363 1$.1-1-34 lf5.395 l_s'.631 25.459 
r. .695* . -.061 -.079 -.126 ~.270 . .012 
Av. ~· Weelr Wt. 263 .L~o 269-;'~7 273.09 293.~4 3:2}•58- 277 .37 
s.D. L~8.J82 5c).t160 50.40?- 53.q_90 i+Ji.930 54.274_ 
r. .350 .062 .114 .278 . -.260 .262** 
Av. 6 -~·leek vlt. · 1.13 1.14 1.1~ 1.20 --,.30 1.16 ·--
a~ 11 e 201 ,q~ lnR 11~ 1(11 1~•.U• a L\..,:) • - •..L.U·v e VV e °_;J 9 7 
r. .228 .052 .1)9 .208 -.121 .205{H~ 
Av. o v!eek ~mt. ~ 1.72 1.71+. 1.7).1.. 1.77 .. 1.89 1.7~ 
s.n. .191 .265 .238 .259 .203. .2L~9 
1'. .329 .031 .. 126 .322 .052 .l/±0-i} 
Av. 10 Week Wt. ·2.16 -2'720 2.18 2.22 2.33 - 2.20 
S.D. .277 .330 .290 .278 .207 .296 
--. ,,~ , _ ~~- _ . --1~6 .. -~80 ') ·~::iS; .247 ··-- .... •}53 _ .~05 __ 
AV • l~\i~- (:: Ii.Ht W ,:, • ~ • .? 3 .2 • .? 3 .::. .. 5 3 2 • 51 2 • o 3 2 .• ) 3 
s.n. .252 .335 .321 .301 .264 .320 
r. :-244 :,.110 .cB7 .101 ·'-7. .,or 
( 1) Vfoj_ght in grams, from day old to 5 weeks of age, :l.n pounus from to l W(H::ka oi" age 
(2) Standard Deviation 
(3) Correlation Coefficients 
Significant (P>.05) ~} 
*~~ Significant { P~~ 01) 
w 
N 
• 
TABLE 2 
CORRELATION COEFF'ICIENTS BETWEEN EGG 1ffEIGHT AND GROWTH TO 12 W'EEKS OF AGE 
MALES 
TRIAL 2 
Number 
of Chicks 
Egg wt. 
Classes~-
7 . .31 76 41 8. t63 . 
Av• :Oa>y-Old Wt. 
S.D. 
r. 
ll 
( 2) 
JJ 
-53. 
34.93 .. 39 .08 42.84 46.1 
1.535 1.520 1.850 1.900 
• 5B9 __ ____ ___ • 63.!0:--1:- ____ . __ • 7 30-IH.- • 620{Hr 
Av. 2 vieek tlt. 
s.n. 
90.29·~-Too-.52-~---109~84- ·110.oz --·- 120.50 101.so 
8.$61 13.712 14.070 15.957 10.050 15.312 
r. .083 .1 7 • 82 • 5.:r::-
Av. Week wt.· l"l .29 · 19 , 7. 211.2 22J.3 209. -
-s .. D. 37.695 37.910 35.667 33.797 39.092 
r. .063 .395,::- .11 
Av. 
Av. 
Week Wt. 
s.n. 
r .. 
\!leek Wt. 
s.n. 
r. 
.74 .82 
.201 .169 
-.261.t. .386.:.-
1.26 1.3 ... 
.207 .212 
-.015 .,2 -
Av. 10 Week Wt. 1.s1 r.91 
S.D. .242 .363 
r. -.285 .318 
Av. 12 Week Wt. 2.55 ~.~c 
1) 
(2) 
(3) 
.\'-.. 
iBf 
S.D. .322 .421 
-.550 .2~6 r. 
1J\leiglit ·rn grams f'rom day old 
Standard Deviation 
Correlation Coefficients 
Significant (P>.05) 
Signi.ficant (P>.01) 
to 5 weeks 
• 
• 146 
.101 
1 .. 
~212 
.082 
2.03 
.279 
-.136 
2.62 
.366 
-.062 
of age, 
23r; " 0 
• -- 1i('')-., ... 
• 
.170 
.158 
1.44 1.42 
.336 .250 
.121 .112% 
2.14 - 1.99 
· .482 .330 
-.126 .141 
2.74 2.63 
.636 .415 
-.199 .01 
to 12 weeks of age. 
l..,...i ,,., 
~ 
!!umber 
TABLE ·2a 
CORRELATION COEFI-i-.ICIENTS BETWEEN EGG WEIGHT AND GRUVfTH TO 12 Wl!:EKS OF AGE 
FEMALES 
TRIAL 2-
of Chicks 9 29 89 , 4$ 7 _ 170 
Egg Wt. 
Classes_ g. 49-5.l.9 _ _5Lb-58_.~__59-63 .9 ~-6{!~ 69__-:74.9 Total 
Av. Diiy Old Wt. (1} 34.90 -- - - J9.2tl - 42.02 -- 1~5.10 - - - 47.96 - ~2.23 
S.D. (2) 1.707 1.14B 1.927 1.888 2.469 3.353 
r • ( J ) __ -__ .642 • 581 *i} • 4.19 ~:-% • 401_:iH( _ - ._5-9.S.~ _____ !..8 70-iH~ 
Av. z--Wee1ttvt·~------·95·.-4Ii,_---------·99.07 104.1:n - 109-~62 ____ -113~·00 - --101 . .:·~9 
S.D. 7.3~0 11.241 14.298 11.552 13.720 13.523 
· r. -.14h - .082 .29J·;Hf .011 ._}61 .J68-:Br 
Av. 4 Week·-::n. l~J:t17 l~i:[i~- - 2~i:~io - 2g~:~f7 ---- 2jJ:~~tl 2~~:§ 
r.. -.122 -.068 .220* _.Q26 _____ .O:L~ .226~B:-
Av. 6 Week 7~t. .77 .72 .80 ·---:-31 .79 .79 
s.n. .123 .142 .146 .130 .108 .142 
r. -.064 -.188 .265-i( .~---___ -.lJl .272*{!-
Av. 8 Week Wt-:- - ·1. 21 - --- - -r~I1j..-- 1. 21.~ 1. 27 l. 24 1~23 
s.n. .275 .234 .232 .183 - .170 .225 
r. • 261 - • O'[fJ: .__l9_9_ .119 - .1 77 .179 .. ~ 
Av. 10 \fJeek wt. 1.69 1.62 1.70 · 1.71 1.72 1.69 
S.D. .285 .270 .291 .239 .230 .274 
~. .415 -.026 .197 .192 .065 .131 
Av. 12·v..ree1!Wt. 2:14· -- - · 2.05~- 2~19 2.20·~- - -~:20· -~---z~T7 
s. D. ..356 .339 .311 .302 • 252 .320.,. 
r. .40u. -.OOJ___ .213 ._.2J8 _ -~9.54 .187°· 
1) Weight iri. grams from day old to 5 weeks of' age, in pounds f.rom 6 to 12 weeks of age. 
{2) Standard Deviation 
(3) Correlation Coefficients 
1:- Significant (P~.05) 
i.-1i- Signifioan t ( P>. 01) 
w 
~ 
• 
W-umber. 
TABLE 3 
CORRELATION COEF.FlICIEWT BET1fiEEN EGG WEIGH'.f AND GROWTH TO 12 WEEKS OF AGE 
MALES 
TRIAL 3 - 501 
of Chicks 17 41 39 . 10 109 
Egg Wt. 
Classes g. 43-48.2 Total 
• 0~72 Av. Day Old Wt. (1) 36~7 S.D. (2) 1.982 
r • {3) .520il- • 6lJ.3-iH, .4.21-JHi-
1.516 
.55$ 3:§~i{i--l~-
1\v. l~\f~eek Old Wt. 58.97 ----51-:-50·---···-·--~66~-80 
S.D. 6.359 6.363 6.)02 
r. .112 .235 -.142 
Av. 2 vJeelt-ola-vlt-~ - -106~9r·· 109:31 119. 
S.D. 12.904 13.791 13,118 
.oo 
9 -~.33 
-.158 
53:55 
7.492 
• 
11).29 
15.156 
;} ... ;} 
r. .lJl .139 .1 
120.2 
16.ob4 
-.218 • .J'77i:-{:• 
Av. J-Weelr-ola·-\llft. 194-~12 196~19 212.0. 
s.n. 22.406 25.989 23.525 
r. -.039. _____ ~ .129 .006 
Av. 4- Week Old Wt. 305.59 ... . . J0.3 .,5U .. .. 322.)7 
S.D. 32.104 40.696 34.905 
r. .137 ______________ • 013 • 082 
Av. 5 tNeek Old 'Nt. 441.18 429.31 461. 71 
s.n. 55.298 57.227 50.11!~ 
r. .L.07 ______ . -·--·-··--· -.030 -.021 
210.2 
21.808 
.... 291 
310.75 
2l~.951 
.... Li.oo 
202.17 
26.206 
• J01{ti} 
Av. 6 Week oid Wt~ 1~2.3 · 1 • .20 1.29 -- -r~-24----------1~2 
S.D. .182 .. 178 .145 .107 .164. 
r • • 590~H} . • 223 ... • 33M:i!· - • 54.6 .146 
\,.) 
\J'\ 
.. 
TABLE 3 (Continued} 
Av. 7 Week Old Wt. 1.56 1.58 l.65 l.hl 1.60 
s.n. .185 • 238 .189 • 201 • 210 
r. .~76-iH} .o~o -.162 -.6~_..:~ .135 
Av. 8 Week Old wt. 1. 9 1.8 1.98 1.9 1.92 
$.D. .203 .300 .258 .212 .267 
r. • 5443{· • OL.1 - • 291 - • 62h3i- .12 
Av. 9 WeeK~:~. Wt. 2:j~J ~- 2:~~ 2:]i5 2:~~9 2:}2S 
r. .594<$H} .• 07~ ... 325-,r -.571 .148 
Av. 10 V1eek Old Wt. 2.64 · 2--:55- 2. 7~ 2.81 2. 70 
s.n. .37L. .406 .355 .296 .377 
r. .576'.;H:· = ·- .0~1_4. -.02,2 -.60J·~- .17J 
Av-. 11 'Neek Old Wt. 2.~2 J.00 3.09. 3.17 J.OJ 
S.D. • 69 .1+71 .392 .250 .439 
r. . · 18-iBi- • 022 - • B05iH~- __________ :·• 887"~H1- . ···------- _ .117 
Av; 12 week Old Wt. 3.34 · · 3.38 3.46 3.5.5 3.42 
S.D. .518 .467 .400 .359 .440 
r. .629.;i...!- .065 __ ._ .007 -.537 .11i6 
l) VV:eight in grams .from day old to 5 weeks of age.. in pounds from_ 6 to 12 weeks of age. 
(2) Standard Deviation 
(J) Correlation Coefficients 
1:- Significant (P::...05) 
-:Bf Significant {P>.01) 
v.J (]' 
• 
TABLE 3a 
CORRELATJ.1ION COEFFICIENTS BETWEE!l EGG WEIGHT AND GROWTH TO 12 WEEKS OF AGE 
FEMALES 
TRIAL 3.,. 501 
Numoer 
of Chicks 15 56 J2 9 115 
Egg Wt. · 
Classes g. 4.3-48. 
Av. Day Ola~lt;· TlT.. 36~7 
S.D. (2) l.6e2 
r. <JL ___ ... __ • 7221}* 
Av~ l Weak Old.Wt. --··-57. 
s.n. 3.273 
r. 
Av. 2 Week Old wt. 
S.D. 
r. 
Av. :r we·ek Old Wt. 
S.D. 
r. 
Av. 4- we-ek Old vrt .. 
.S.D. 
r. 
Av • .5 wee1r·o1a wt. 
S.D. 
r. 
Av. b Week Old W.,. 
S.D. 
r. 
.101* gg~·2.9 
9.276 
.130 
.178~9.3 
20.034 
.205 
279.·o 
27.610 
.2 
OI~~-29 
35.040 
.31.i.6 
r;-1 
.167 
.,218-t} 
54.-~8.9 
4.L.03 
1.973 
.1:.J.81{H~ 
·'+"'" ...,..., • 
5.521 3.278 
-.24.~ -.128 
07.46 .. . 109. OJ . 117 e7v 
1~.180 11.356 9.384 
.009 .118 ____ -.J.t.97 
1cr9.oo 189.19 · 199.~4 H5t.. 
27 .295 20.635 22. 79 2l+.555 
.01& _ _ .1J7 -.83q.r,-~~ .162 3--;-53~- ----~2TfJ ;55·- - - - .- -- 294. li4 26 3 • 
40.079 32.118 -41.214 36.4i6 
• 04..2 - .4. 72·n·* - • 76~r"* • 066 3gi:~g5 ---- 3i~Jg;--·-~----3~g:·2i6 ___ ·· --3iY~:1'e6 
.. 06L_____ _ __ .1 7!1_ _ _ __ _ _ - • 711·~ .... 046 
r. 09 -- - -----~~---r;o9 r;-0o -~.r~T 
.. : ~~~ _: t~ ________ -.: ~~i~ ~- ·-·- - : i &L 
vJ 
-.J 
• 
-~-rt. 
d 1ri'c. 
s.D. 
r. 
. ·-
.169 
.l,;,.83 
!i'i~---·To V!ee!..r Old 'Wt~ 
s •. D., 
.,37 
.lbl 
.li6~ r. 
A.v-,·-. ll r." ;~.1,. n"'~ ·"' f\Ti!C ·. 
-~ ... : ~-'v._v,,,I."\. fe}"4,V., ,',/~. 
AV. 
(2) 
c:n 
,,,. 
*".} 
t;;,• 1) 
~.) .,,J •. 
m:;ek Old 
s.n. 
r. 
VT1Jfl.ruit in. i(rru"le :rrom 
t:',tandnt'd Deviation 
Correlation eoeff'icient 
S1gnifiee.nt ( P:>.O,S) 
Signifionnt (P::,,..Ol) 
TABT.iE Ja (Continued') 
• 
.2.21 
.ooo 
'fl 21.j. 
.2bl 
.140 
c::;.,. 
.268 
0"7'' • .•• £;;
'f..160kil o age, 
2 .t~,-
.216 
.081 
'!'.ot, 
.211 
.031 
. - ' 
.199 
-~i-12 
• , ,,.J 
~253 
..... u~:, 
2.25 
.220 
..... 141 
::~fa 
• ,l 
.259 
-.1!:ih. 
wee lrs o.r age 
w 
co 
• 
Number 
. TABLE 4 
CORRELATION Ct>EFF'ICIENT BET1j'tiEEN EGG· V~EIGHT AND GROWTH TO 12 t'VEEKS OF AGE 
MALES 
TRIAL 3 · ... A..•13 
of Chicks 36 41 24 _ 10~ 
;gg Wt. . , 
Classes g. 43-~8.9 _ . 49-53-2.~ 24:•28~~2 ___ .• Jotal 
Av. Day Old Wt. (1) 33. 3 jo.6~ 39•3h 36.39 
S.D. (2} 1.632 1.6 2 1.585 2.875 
r. } .632~:--:i- .58HH:- .610-lH:· .88HHi-
Av. 1 Wleek Old wt. .o .Ob- 64.fµJ - 59.bl1-
s.D. 5.114 5.598 4.332 6.165 
r. ....031 .~9 _.J:.3.?~~ .51U·:io~· 
Av. 2 Week Old ·wt. 99.14 100.9 113.33 103.71 
S.D. 9.052 11.516 10.428 12.123 
r. .019 .~01 . .017 . .k62** 
Av. 3 w·eek Old 'Nt. 175.43 ·17B. O 198.lffi -u. 183.02 
S.D. 18.468 22.135 20.3 .7 22.928.u 
r. .120 • 214. • 022 .420*~·· 
Av. 4 Week Old Wt.--- --··270~1+.:,---~--~-~-281.11 3ro·~oo 2ffT~50 
S.D. 29.774 38.002 35.685 37.617 
r. .173 .l O -.001 .374*~~ 
Av. 5 WeeKOld Wt. .l 11. 9 .2 418.59 
S.D. 43.325 47.338 53.464 50.788 
r. .27 .136 -.0 9 .. J~;Hi' 
Av. 6 Week Old Vilt. 1.1 1.1 1.27 1.16 ·---
S.D. .141 .136 .164 • 289 
r. .225 ----· .035 -.276 .160 
\,_a) 
"' 
.. 
TABLE 4 {Cont1.nued) 
Av. 7 Week Old Wt. 1.48 1.51 1.65 ---.-----i:-:;-;3 
S.D. .219 .196 .239 .227 
r • • 200 .186 - • 051 • 298{H~ 
Av. a week ~:g.wt. · · ·· · ·· l:~{9 ·· · · · 1:JI7 · · ··. l:i~4 l: 251 
r. .196 .107 -.119 .18 
Av. 9 Week Old Wt. 2.10 2.11 - - --· - 2;25 _ 2:1 
s.n. .291 .259 .276 .291 
. . r. . .2~5 _ .070 -.1~3 .150 
Av. 1.0 Week Old wt. 2.3 2.46 2.5 2.4.3 
S. D. .340 • 294 . 287 .330 
r. • 2li.h . • 002 - • 071 _____ ____ _ ___ .176 
Av. ll Week Old wt. _ .2. 75 - 2. 76 -2:91,:---- - ------ --2-:11 
s.n. · .368 .352 .309 .368 
r. .211 •.034 -.082 . ~112 _ 
Av. 12 Week Old Wt. J'.10 J.12 J.28 3.1~ 
S.D. .421 .341 .335 .398 
r. .16L. • 067 _ ______ .OJ5 .11 
(1) Weight in grams from day old to 5 weoks o:f' age, in pounds from 6 to 12 weeks of age. 
(2) Standard Deviation · 
(3) Correlation Coefficients 
{, Significant (P>.05) 
-!HE> Significant (P>.01) 
~r:;-
o 
~ 
TABLE l.t.a. 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BE1rWEEN EGG WEIGHT AND GROWTH TO 12' WEEKS OF AGE 
FETu'.iALES 
TRIAL 3 - A-13 
Numoer . 
of Chicks 35 50 24 5 114 
Egg Wt. 
Classes g. 
Av. Day Old wt. 
S.D. (2) 
r. L3) 
-- _.IV• Av. l Vfeek-OTa-Wt. ..,6:872 .5.479 ,. 
s.n. -.168 .[86*w r. 
Av. 2 Wee1r· ~:~.wt;----- -i~:gg~---- --- ---i~:-~~8 
r. .142 .528** 
Av. 3 Week Old Wt. 163. 71 . .. 159.0l 
S.D. 27.51.t.6 23.680 
r. . .220 .l~J.j._2iH} 
Av. 4 Week~~~. wt.· - z{}:~~5 ·· · · ·· 2'~~:341 
r. • 397-1~ ~----- .195 
Av. 5 Week ~:~~Wt;-----Jz~~;-·- --- --3;g:1J 
r. .214 .3943~* 
1 
• 722*-l!o 
.vO 
8.515 
-.191 
97. 
17.030 
-.188 
.oo 
Av. b ·weeKOia wt. 1.03 1.02 ------ ···-1..;o-g _________ -i. 
S.D. .1.79 .147 .153 .105 
r • • 313 • 350.~ • 2J_ 7 ____ - • 738 
-e; 
• 
TABLE 4a (Continued) 
Av. 7 Week Old wt. 1.30 1.29 1.40 L.33 1.32 
s.n. .232 .• 204 .200 · .206 .216 
r. .280 .411·** .184. -.790 .228~· 
Iv~-o-we-eKOld wt. -·--1~5cr----------· · · T00 1.60. 1._ 
S.D. .237 .213 .207 .l36 
.191 • )_50-lHl- .243 ·----~- .. . "::~_11_1* 
Av. 1.75 · · ····· 1.77 ··· · ·· 1.a7 · 1. 
s .n. ·. 262) .244 .230 .i4 7 
. r •. .182 .230 .219 .... 859-~ 
Av. Week old wt. --·--r;9a-----~-----~~·oo·· 2.12 2.13 
S.D. .276 .267 .267 .192 
r. .283 .288 .172 -.851* 
Av. Week 01a wt. 2;-25·~---- -2;;-24---~~---z;35 Z~.3 
s.n. .281 .2sa · .212 .139 
r. .187_ __ .g11 .023 -.898i}*. 
Av. 12 Week Old-W~--~2·:-5-0·-----·-·-z;[j::9·- 2.56 2.63 
s.n. .280 .309 .267 .112 
r. .17~ _ ····-·-·-···-·-·-· .241~--- .246 •.8.llL* 
• 
• 287 
.11"-
Weight in grams; from day oid i;o--.S weeks of age., in pounds from b to 12 weeks or age 
(2) Standard Deviation 
(3) Correlation Coefficients 
* Significant (P>.05) 
iH~ Significant (P>.01) 
-i:=-
N 
• 
TABtB 5 
CORREL COII:FFICIENTS RGG 
1\/!ALBS 
AND GROWTH TO 12 OF AGE 
1\luinbe:r 
mn-11T I 
·1.il ltu.i LI-
of Chicks 30 ______________ 37 ____ .. ____ 23 100 
Egg Wt. 
Classes ~. 6 -68.9 Total 
Av. Day Old Wt. l 0.17 4,v.09 
S.D. (2) 1.261 4.133 
r ( 3) L 61"" 9· 3c.v ·"· • • 4" . ,f,; •..... . ::> ;{" .n; 
Av. I-Week ~:~.Wt. 6i:g~g b1:~to-. ------,--r:;~9 c1:-~~? 
r • • 219 • J26ii- • 5"89.1,B} • 60!5iH(· , 
Av. 2 Week Old Wt. . 12LJ-.33 . 127 .10 . 129.LJ.O - 127 .15 
S.D. 14.565 14.121 15.388 14.719 
r. .252_ __________ .... 051 _______ ~--~Lt79~~ .. 288·:B} 
Av. 3 Week Old Dit. 170.58 · · ldl.01 · · .· 184.57 ·· ·. ···· · 151.93 
S.D. 22.528 20.664 27.k78 2).224 
r. • 298 ... 09 , • _52h.* • 262.1A-~~ 
Av. L~ 'Jifeek Old • 291.0 29 .01 30-.'{' 29 .20 
s.n. 33.666 33.75t~ 47.837 38.367 
r. .172 '\"'.31L .482i} .270** 
Av. 5Vifeek Old Wt. lt-15.58 41\5.ll .. L+2B.04· 422.75 
s.~: 5o:ib~, 4~:J~t _________ 6_~-~~~5i} 56:~~% 
Av. b \JfoeK-Old Wt~---------I~Tff- ---T-;I7 1.22 ---------i-:-20 
S.D. .ll~ .150 .175 .154 
r • .11~. - • 2'z3 • _587-!H} • l 9g. 
+:-
w 
• 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
Av. 7 \rifeek Old wt. 1.~.8 ·-----1.46 1.4,9 1.48 
S .D. .177 .176 .218 .190 
r. .115 . - .L1481Hz. .241 .150 
Av. 5 week 01cr1Nt~ · ··· ·· 1. 77 - 1.. 79---- ----- 1. Bl · 1. 7 _ 
S .D. .250 .1913 .264 .242 
. . . r. _ .058 -.034 .214 .016 
Av. 9 Week Old wt. ~.06 2.07 ~.12 2.09 
S .D. .292 .246 • 304 .286 
r. .100 -.3Ji.t-'* ____ .261 .:J-88 
r;i. v. ro vve-ek ·ora 1i::t. - ---- - - ·2: 36 ____ -------z-;TI 2. 4. 7 2. 41 
S .D. • 338 .2'75 • 3L~l+ • 330 
r.. .270 - • 31Q .i65 .?65{:·* 
Av. 1i-v·1eek Old Wt. 2~71 2.72 2.B3 2.77 
S .. D. .J52 .314 .39.5 • 371 
r. .021 -.190 .169 .. 27Y:_i:··_;*' __ 
Av. 12 \Jieek Old wt. 3.17 3.18 3.14 J.lb 
S .D. • 380 • 363 .L,46 • 399 
r. . 004 _ _.-,.2$5 • 056 .109 
l} Wefo)_t----rr:1 grams 1 rom day old to 5 1!veeks · Of--ag~n pounds front 6 to 12 weeks of age 
(2) Standard Deviation 
(3) Correlation Coefficients 
* Significant (P>.05) 
** Significant (P>.01) 
:1;.· 
• 
Number 
TABLE 5a 
COnRELidIO'N' OOEF;F-ICIENTS BETNEEN EGG WEIGHT AND GROBVTH TO 12 WEEKS OF AGE 
FEMALES 
TRIAL 4 
of Chicks 27 53 20 102 
Egg Wt. 
Glasses g.. _ _ _ __ • 5}d--5B.9. ·--· 59-6J.~ _ _ 64-68._2. ·-- Total 
Av. Day Old wt. (1) 42.55 46.22 49.13 45:-ao--· 
s.n. (2) 1.413 1.592 1.736 3.532 
___ _ __ r. (J) .509.~H}. _ .624-:H:- • _ _ ~t.~2-ll- .895~H~ 
A.v. l Week Old Wt. 63.2[ 67.21 72--13 66.96 
S.D. 6.963 7 .899 7 .343 8.404 
_ ..E• -.Ool .076 ,- .... -:-290 _ .!d:5<t.:!.:~.;" 
Av. 2 'ifleek Old Wt. 120.37 122.94 130.63 123.62 
S.D. 17.372 17.376 13.296 16.884 
__ _ .r· _ ·-· _ -.2,to -.183 --:.2:r1 .20Y:% _ 
Av. 3 Week Old Wt. 171.02 173.22 179.BB 173.67 
S.D. 25.900 25.376 20.501 21+ .. 911 
r. -.19-1 -.290% -.064 .2L.r:;1} 
Av. 4 WeeM;--Olc.rift~-- --267.8T ______________ 2fo-:70 -286-.-7:;; 
s.D. 39.948 44.e12 29.231 
r • ... • l 7bi: . • 2iJi( - • 071 • 28)·:Hl-
Av. 5 Week Old Wt. 386.~7 3B2.55 400.13 387.S~ 
s.:o. 64.773 62.541 4s.195 60.111 
r. _ ,~ -.2~9 .2~1 -.168 .135 
Av. 6 Week Old wt. 1.0 1.0 1.1~ 1.09 
S.D. .171~ .lJl .125 .149 
r. ~ , -.2J0 .169 -.J62 .2,29-lHl-
I 
l 
-t="" 
\.r1. 
• 
TABLE 5a (Continued) 
Av. 7 Week Old wt. 1.30 1.32 1~39 1.33 
S.D. • 209 .171 .143 .184 
r. ...274 ____ .4,11-;H} -.309 .18L. 
A.v. B week 01a: vJt. -- 1~55 1.~-~-----·------r.:-04 1. 
S.D. • 252 • 203 • 203 • 220 
_____ __;.r. ______________ -.263 .32~-i~ _ -.333 .226{~ 
A 9 ~! · k 01"1 ''/-!- l-.:r-,1 l ,-(9 1~y- l 1 _v. &ee. ~ 0~. .u • .uv .a 
S.D. .296 .239 .231 .2'70 
r. .. • 266 .4871Hf- • • 238 • 2]l)3:0 • __ 
Av. 10 '.!Jeek Old wt. 2.0(1. - 2.0? 2-!~ 2:-cffi . 
S.D. .361 .285 .201 .299 
r•. -. ?43 0 276r~ - • 222 .1J8 A 
Av. 11 ~eek Old Wt. 2.27 2.21 2.39 2.30 
s.n. .3Lt.2 .315 .263 .310 
__________ r. -.286 .386·:z.~. -.138 .... .098 . 
Av. 12 Wee~ Old ~t. 2.5H 2.59 -2.69 2.61 
S.D. .361 .329 .289 .324 
r.. -!_?__79__ _______ _.._?1.i.__l_ _ --~·JJ.4___ .147 
(1) \".!eight in grnms from -day-old to 5 weeks of age,. in pourids f'rom 6 to 12 'Noaks of' age. 
(2) Standard Deviation 
(3) Correlation Coefficients 
1:- Significant (P-:>. 05) 
{Hr Significant ( P>. 01) 
.f--
°" • 
TABLE 6 
CORRELATION Cff&iFFICIENTS BETWEEN EMERGENT PF.RIOD AND GROWTH FROM DAY OLD TO 12 WEEKS OF AGE 
. MALES 
TRIAL 1 
Number 
of Chicks 
Egg irJt. 
Classes g. 49-53.9 54.--58.9 .59-63.9 64-68.9 69-75 Total 
Av. Emergent Perio<f ---J.50 -- ··- - -4. 71 --- ----- ~. 7;; -- · -5.15 --~ 5.25 -- -. -4.ez 
S.D. (2) .400 1.232· 1.271 1.108 1.031 l.22'8 
. r. (3) .771* -.018 .097 .138 -.081 .192iHS,. 
Av. Day Old Wt. fl) 36.30 .. 40.57 43.fi:S 47.2.3 50.94 !~.3.72 
s.n. 1.167 1.852 2.204 1.549 1.906 3.742 
r. • 7Il!ir_____ • 272-it. • 395*-i:- • 019_ _____ ~4.7-,_t ____ ~ __ .JL.8** 
Av. 2' Week Wt~-- 94.60 - 10~ 115.26 116.40 123.06 112;73 
S.D. 12.784 19.050 16.865 17.506 20.565 18.839 
r. .141 -.429-iBl- .037 .0~9 .026 .0 
Av. 4 week ::u. ---~~~:i~o . 2~:~6- -------z~i:~ 265:i~o 3~:6go 2~~:~i3 
r. .140 -.4.61*-i:- -.001_ ________ .Q53 .061_ -.089 
Av. b Week vi~. - 1.21 - . -- 1.IB - -· I.29 1.3 
S.D~ .206 .247 .225 .225 
r. .024 -.410*1:- -.026 .012 
Av. ts Week Wt. - 1~ - - l.o'j ~.vj c:.04-
s.D. .360 .• 314 .327 .304 
r. .083 -.286i~ .027 _________ .031 
Av. 10 Wselc-\l~~--- ---2~-]7· ---2~If3 2~55 2.60 2.60 
S .D. .527 .400 .~-39 .384 • 360 
r. .209 -.328*i~ -.058 -.121 -.247 
Av_. 12 \AJeek8,~~: 2:~~5 - 2:~31 -- -3:~ro- 3:f:_lo 3:~72, 
r. .i 77 -.1$2 .080 -.058 __ -.J27 
(1) Weight in gra.."!!S from day old to 5 ·uveeks of tige, in pounds from 6 to 12 ~,eeJis 
(2) Standard Deviation 
(3) Correlation Coefficients 
* Significant (P .05) 
** Significant {P .01) 
t-,.. 
-.J 
• 
TABLE 6a 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETv'IJEEN EMERGENT PERIOD AND GROWTH FROM DAY OLD TO 12' WEEKS OF AGE 
FEivIALES 
TRIAL 1 
10 58 !!:2 12 227 
9-53.9 6 ... 75 Total 
Av~- -Emergent Period • 0 • .1 
1.020 1.172 .984 
r. .335 -.220 .051 
Av. Day Old vn. 3 .30 .1 . • 0 
s.n. 1.208 2:3i6* 2. 67 r. .706* .028 
Av. Week Wt. l o.oo 120.0 127.7 
s.n. . 22.162 18.395 · 15.637 
r. .612* .202 -.328 
Av. Week VJ • 3. 93.1 323. 
s.n. !1.8. 382 53.4 8 44.929 
r. • 83 l*i:· -.116 -.202 
Av. b WeeirW • 
.l~ • 1. 0 1.30 S.D. .1 5 .201 .188 .115 
r. .611-lt- -.02 -.192 .... 1 
Av. t1 Week W • 1.7 1. 7 ~- • ·1.7 l. S.D. .191 • 268 .238 
.256 .203 
r. .707* .062 -.091 -.23 -.058 
Av. 10 Week \!Vt. 2.16 2.20 2.18 2.22 2.33 2.20 
s.o. .277 .330 .290 .278 .207 .296 
r. • 3 .039 -.138 -.32 it- -.22 -.073 
Av. 1--z-week Wt. 2.:;>) • 3 • 2. • 3 
s.n. • 252 .335 .321 .301 .320 
r. • 73 .066 -.018 .:..08 .033 
wergh~Tn grams ·rom day o d to 0 age 
(2) Standard Deviation 
( 3) ·correlation Coefficients . 
·:to Significant (P>.05) 
*·~ .Significant (P>.01) 
-i::-
co 
• 
TABLE 7 
CORRELATION COEFFICIEWTS BETWEEN EMERGENT PERIOD AND GROW'TH FROM DAY OLD TO 12 WEEKS OP AGE 
l\lIALES 
Av. 
r. 
Av. Day Old Wt. 
s.n. 
Av. 
Av. 
Av. 
Av., 
Av. 
r. 
Week Wv. 
S.D. 
r. 
1i111eek Wt. 
S.D. 
r. 
,teek vrc. 
S.D. 
r. 
Week-Wt. 
s.n. 
r. 
0 V'Jeek--Wt. 
S.D. 
r. 
.. 
.201 
-.566 
r. 
.207 
-.386 
1;51 
.242 
9-
Av. WeelrWt. "'":322 
S • D • _ • 51.i.l r. 
/.., 
• 0: 
1.520 
.6581B~ 
100.52 
13.712 
.371 
196.7 
37.910 
.231 
• 
• 169 
.26: 
1;3 
.272 
.1:_18 
r;91 
.363 
.302 
• .? 
.l~21 
-3..11* 
TRIAL 2 
• 1.850 
.Jh..8** 
109. 
.14.070 
-.103 
211. 
35.667 
.010 
• 
.14-6 
-.021 
l. 
.212 
-.182 
.OJ 
.279 
-.275. 
2. 
• .366 
-.1.5, 
• 
1.900 
.425-M·* 
110.02 
15.957 
.llJ 
210. 
4.2.582' 
.05_3 
.v7 
.177 
.18h 
l.,_ 
.264 
.1 _(10 
• 
.343 
.147 
.v7 
.452 
.• 102 
I (2) Weight in grams from day old Standard Deviation 
Correlation Coefficient 
Significant (P>.05) 
to 5 weel{s 1n pouna.s rrom 
(3) 
~ . 
... 
iHf Significant (P.>.01) 
:2JJ+ 
.526 
Total 
•• J 
1.099 
.182-:} 
• 
.170 
.lh.l 
1.~1+2 
.250 
.085 
.oo 
.330 
.061 
r,;53 
.415 
.082 
or age 
+ 
,--0 
• 
TABLE 7a 
CORREL!\1'.I1ImJ COEFFICIENTS mtT'v7EFli EJlgRGEN'l:' PERIOD AWD OR0','?l1:H Fnm!l DAY OLD TO 12 WEEKS OP AGE 
FElWALES 
TRIAL 2 fqm1tca1r£ ~~--~ ·J pa·~-~-'* -~· 
of Chicks 9 g9. ·-=·=- r _80 .. h$ 7 1 70 & 
Egg 'Nt,. 
C,las_~es ~. -, . . 59-63~9 6~-6B~9 6:l;.:75,, , . Total . . 
Av, Jsme:r.genv 1,eriod .,.03 £4 ... 02 3.86 n:.03 
S. 1.265 1~221 le457 1~220 
.009 i,llO ..... 304. .006 
A'fl. Day Old Wt~. Tl) .34 .. 90 . 39.2tr . . 1+2.rx~· . ]+5.10 t+71'96 ~2.23 . 
S.D. 1.707 1.148 1.927 1.888 2.469 3.353 
r., • 761i} .129 ~472~~ .. $J51H:· _______ .._5_Q9 __ __.._2_t>_2·~·* 
Av. 2-tfoel{-Wt.. ---- 95~Ijlj. ----·-99 .. 07-------·104-:-or- l(J{J .. 62 113.00 101.t•':i 
S.D. 7.310 11.241 14.278 11.552 13. 720 13.523 
r. .131+ ~· - .. 308 _._Q9JL__ .. -.31+h -.421._ -.131 
Av. lt- Weelr:~n; -1~~:~~7 . lSi:~~7 2~i:~io 2~~:~~7 2~~:~j8 2~~:~61 
r. -.436 -.205 __ .0!~2 .... 315* -.612: -.132 
Av. o Week Wt .. -~---. -;.77 .. 72-~- ------~ -;81 • 79 • 79 
S.D.. .123 .ll.~2 .14.6 .130 .108 .142 
r. -.341+ __ · .... 37Ji~ .~2 ______ -.253 _ ____ .... 778 ____ -.150 
Av. l:.lv~eek Wt.. 1.21 ~ · 1.14-· · -1~~ · 1.27 1.24 1.23 
S.D. .275 .231+ .232 .183 .170 .225 
r • - • 059 . - • 354 • 016 _ ---~·296~- - • J~Q __ -~--- - .!.137. 
Av •. Hr·~~eek Wt. . 1.69 . . . . l.62 1,,70 ~ · 1.71· 1.72 ... 1~69 
S .D. .285 .270 .. 291 · .239 .230 .. 274 
r. - • 04.3 ________ ~_.J_92* _ __:__..__~5. ___ ... --.3_Q5:{t______ - .. $~7- .. - ._!_§2% 
Av. 12 Weel.r \1/'to 2.14 .. .. 2.05 . . .. 2.19 . 2.20 - - ... 2;z5 . --2.17 
S .. D. ~ 356 ~339 ~311 ~302 ~252· ;320 
r. b 171 - • 304 -·· _. ___ - .. 06J --.2_2Q* - .6528 - .1136* 
l} WeI'r..ht---rngra..~s f'ro:m. O:ay old to S weeks of' age~ in pounds i'rom 6 to 12 weeks of age 
(2) Standard Deviation 
(3) Correlation Coefficient 
.zi- Si.gnificant { P>. 05) 
*.J~ Significant (P>.01) 
'<J1. 
0 
• 
TABLE 8 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN EMF.RGJ1:NT PERIOD AND GROWTH FROM DAY OLD TO 12 WEF.:I{S OF AGE 
MALE.:S 
TRIAL 4 
:Numoer 
of Ch-J_Qks 30 37 100 
EgiCWt. 
Classes~· Total 59-63.9 
Av.· Emergent-Perie 
S.D. (2) 
r. { 
4-e VJ. _:) e VY. l.j-· • . 
• 953 .854 .963 
-.21~ -.399 .086 
.90 50.17 ---~4-0.09 
2.027 1.261 4.133 
-. 303 ___ ~- --- - ---- .084._ ----~-------- .})19 
- --- -- -·-~- ------T--AV. Day Old Wt. \1 
s.n. 
. rr re::.. , e:. uu. 
s.n~ 6.969 6.61~o 8.309 8~387 
r. •.2g4 -._21_(1 -.578-JH:· ~.2U.1* 
Av. 
Av~ 2 weetc-OT.:!"Wf;---- ·r2!t.33 127 .ro - 129~-46 r27~1 
S.D. 14.565 14.121 15.388 14.719 
r. · •.258 .012 -.490* -.162. Av. 3 Week--OlaWt~-- -- 175~55 - T8l~r~-----18J+.67 __________ I5I;93 
S.D. 22.528 20.664 27.478. 23.224 
r. -.18~ .210 -.241 -.0~2 
Av. 4- WeeR-Old wt;-------- -·-29r;mr-----------··296.0l ---- 304.78 :Z<Jff~ZO 
s.o. 33.666 33.754 47.837 38.367 
r. - . 067 ___ __________ • 315 - • :J..13 • 086 
Av. 5 Week Old wt. - -- ~l.5 • .5ff · - - 418.ll 428.04 422.75 
S.D. 50.271 49.765 69.320 56.14-42 
r. -.363,l!· .105 .... 366 -.174, 
\J1. 
t-' 
• 
\. 
'rABLE 8 (continued) 
Av .. o Week Old Wt. l .18___ 1.17 1.22 l .2o~· 
s.n. .14it .150 .175 .1st1. 
r. -.393-i,- ._?17___ -.279 -.126 
Av. 7 Week Old Wt. 1.4a--· 1.46 1.4.9 1.48 
S.D. .177 .176 .218 .190 
r. -.364·* ._3BJ·:i- -.279 _____ -.QJ Av. /j Week ·old ·virt-. -- - -~--- -1 ~77- --I. 79-- -- ------ ---r;crr------- · 1. 7 
S.D. .250 .198 .264 .242 
r. _ -.361 . .!135 . »-- -.285_ -.134:. 
Av .. 9 Week Old wt. 2 .. 06 2.,07 2.12¥ 2.09 
s~n. ..292 .24.6 .. 3ol~ .286 
. r. . ....332 r .11+3 --~~-""•f57 .... 121 
Av. 10 Week Old w·t. 2 .. 36 2. 37 ~ .L\.1 2 ./4,l 
S .. D. .338 .275 .3L~Ji. .,330 
r. ....389-i} ~ . . · -.251 -.172 
'l:'i) . Ff- - iJ --' ...-,,- • .;;x ~. ¥ ~ . .,.. Av. 11 ,,eek Old ,,t. 2 .. 71 2.7. 2.03 2.77 
s.n. .352 0314 .395 .371 
r. -.469·:t- _ _..;F2-:~ ___ -~2W+ ... 011 
Av. 12 Week Old wt. 3.17 J.18 3.lL~ J.ld 
S. D. • 380 • 363 .4l;.6 • 399 
r. .228 -.127 -.098 
IT We1ght in grams rom day weeks of aa,e, in pounds from 6 to·12 weeks.of age 
(2) Standard Deviation {3) Correlation Coefficients 
1} Significant ( P>. 05) 
-:Ht- Significant ( P~. 01) 
\J"'l. 
(\J 
• 
TABLE 8a 
CORRELATION COEFFICIEN'rS BETWEEN EMERGENT PERIOD AND GROWTH FROM DAY OLD TO 12 WEEKS OF AGE 
FEMALES 
Number 
of Chicks 
Egg Wt . 
Classes,,,,, . 
Av . Emergent Perioa 
S . D. (2} 
r . 
Av . Day Old Wt . (1 
S.D. 
r . 
Av . l Week Ol d wt . 
S . D. 
r . 
Av . 2 Week Old wt . 
S. D. 
r . 
Av . 3 Week Old Wt . 
S . D. 
r . 
Av . 4 Week Ol d wt . 
s . D. 
r . 
Av . S Week Old Wt . 
S. D. 
r. 
21 
TRIAL 4 
53 20 -1Q9_ 
-6_J. 
ovJ 
1. 005 
.106 
. 22 
1 .592 
-.181 
7:-21 
7.899 
- . u.l s~z..;: .. 
122 . 9. 
17 . 376 
- • 281{!-
173.22 
25 .376 
-.260 
276. 70 
44 . 812 
-.260 
179 . 
20 . 501 
... 378 
286 . 7 
29 . 231 
-.1 
-. 111-;:-* 
123 . 62 
16.88i 
.,., 
-. 3£5 w·i.· 
17;3.67 
24 . 911 
271 .... 
- • ~ -,,"")i'" 
276 .20 41 .643 
- • 227~:-
\J\ 
w 
• 
TABLE 8a (Continued) 
Av~ 6 Week ~:g.wt. l:~*4- l:~~1---------------l:f~;--------------r:~49 
r. -.309 -.105 -.J98 -.230* Av. 7 ·vreek--dld Vitt:------ -i~-30 _____ - ---- ----1--;.32 :I~ J9 T~33 
S.D. .209 .171 .. +43 .184 
r. -.298 .037 -.457.;;. -.141 
Av. 5 Week Old Wt. 1.55 1.57 l.64 1. 
S.D. .252 .203 .203 .222 
r • -. )26 - • 027 - • 638-:~;;. - • 25,5·:H;. 
Av. cy·week Old1Nt. 1. IB -.... - - 1. 79 - r:88 - - -- -----r.131 
S.D. .296 .239 .2Jl .270 
... 398 ... · 082 570".. ")i"\q·· .. " 
.1, • ... • "'iJ.,,• - • - • ·- -:,'"~'" - • C..'1 ;, ...... ,."' 
Av. 10 Week -Old '\1!t. ---- 2.04 2.03 2.12 2.0o 
B.D. .361 .285 .261 .299 
r. -.371 ______ ~ ___ -.oQ7 ---~---- -.534.:*' -. 220;.~ Av. 11 Week·o:ra-f\lt~-------------2;27- --z~27 - z;317-----------------2-:-30 
S.D. .JlJ-2 .Jl.5 • 263 . .JlO 
l?. -.367 _________ -.060 ______________ -.565-lF.} -.1{]8i:• 
Av. 12 Week Old wt. 2.55 · 2.59 2.69 2:61 
S!D! .361 .329 .289 ;324 
r, -----------~Y:Qp:--_______ - -_~orr ____________ -.374 -;29.9 
1) Weight in grams from day old to 5 weeks ot age, in pounds -from 6 to--T2 weeks of age. 
( 2) Standard ~,t:.s.tion 
(3) Correlation Coeff'icients 
.;:- Significant (F;;>.05) 
.;H:- Significant (P>.01) 
¥1 
• 
TABLE 9 
RELATION Q}!"l ErfilRGENT PERIOD AND BODY WEIGHT l\T 5 Mot,rrrHs O.i:I,, AGE 
FEMALES 
Totals 
and Correlation 
Emer5emt Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Averages Coefficients 
Trial 1 
Number of 
Pullets Housed 8 36 63 59 32 8 206 
Mean Body 
3.66 3.61 \'¥eight Lbs. 
-
3.70 3.70 3.63 3.83 3.67 .047 
Trial 2 
Number of 
PU:lle ts Housed 1 14 41 51 JO 17 4 158 
:Mean Body 
Weight Lbs. 3.75 3.67 3.69 3.70 3.41 3.49 3.65 3.62 -.202~z. 
~lo- Significant (P>.05} 
\f1. 
\J1. 
• 
.. 
TABLE 10 
THE .RELATICJW OF .EMERGENT PERIOD TO SEXUAL ?M.TURITY 
Emergent ~eriod 2 3. 4: $ 6 1 AvE>rages r(l} 
Trial l 
Average Days to 
Sexual Maturity 167.1 189.0 183.9 183.9 188.5 190.6 185.2 .075 
Trial 2 
Average Days to 
Sexual Maturity 180.3 1a4.9 188~2 203.2 196.8 
(1) 
$igriif1cant ( P.:>.01) ·· · ·· · ··· · iti~ 
Correlation Coefficients 
200.8 190 • 8 - • 26!:l~H:• 
\J1. 
O' 
• 
TABLE 11 
T'iIIi (:r,_x: I To EGG PRUDUC'rI 
C or•re la ti o:r;-
E::neP 1;.i::ent Period 2 3 . h. 5 6 7 Averages Coefficients 
Egg Production (l)Trial l - · • 
of the Surv:l.ving 1\verage 163.8 12.S.9 117.1 125.7 lOo.l lld-9-5 124 .• 0 -.105 _ 
Pullets (2)Trial 2 
=--.,,,.---,,.--.,....,..----A""', _v.,,,.er_,,..a,..,r,:,,..e __ l_l_c3_._1 __ 92.2 o7 .5 8~.2 72-9 6!J-.G elJ.O _ -.J.L1.0 
Egg Production Trial 1 
of AJ.1 Pullets ~v~rage 12J.1J; 93•2 09.!3 e9 . .5 76.o 12B.J . 91.8 -.069 
Housed Trial 2 
Average 
1) 11 months duration 
{ 2) 8 months duration 
-::- Significant ( P>. 05) 
12 ., 2 79 • 2 7 8 • 1 7 o .1 64. 8 8 2. H - • 1 71 ·::- _ 
\fl 
-.J 
• 
TABLE 12 
Tf:ill RELATION OF E:MERG:&.."'r!T PERIOD TO EGG SIZE 
Totals 
and 
Emergent Period 1 ___ _L _____ _3 1h 5 6 7 Averages r(2) 
Trial l 
No. Chicks 
Hatched 
Av. Egg wt .. (1) 
Trial 2 
No. Chicks 
Hatched 
Av. Egg Wt. 
1 
54.00 
17 
59.26 
2 25 
62.50 61.18 
Trial 4. . . 
No. Chicks 
99 180 194 115 41 647 
59.82 60.52 61.45 61.57 61.48 60.90 .156-l}* 
85 142 94 40 10 398 
60.86 61.24 62.15 61.60 63 .60 61.46 .100i} 
Hatched • l 16 72 85 l~l .5 220 
Av. Egg wt. 
Totals 
No. Chicks 
Hatched 
Av. Egg wt. 
3 
59.67 
(1) Weight in grams 
62.80 
43 
60 .. 46 
( 2) Correlatio:.: Coefficients 
-i~ Significant (P>.05) 
~H} Significant (P>.01) 
60.02 60.47 61.78 62.32 60.02 61.29 .oa2 
200 
60.28 
394 373 196 56 
60.77 61.70 61.74 61.67 
1265 
61..J.4 116" .. • . . ~,.,r'i~ 
\n. 
~ 
• 
TABLE 13 
THE RELATION OF EGG WEIGfTI1 TO SEX RATIOS 
Egg 'Neight 
Glasses g. Ji.3-11:[~ • .9 1~9-53.9 5J+-5:3.9 59-63.9 OLL-6U.9 69-75 Totals 
Trial 1 
Wo. Chicks Hatched --- 15 119 201 82 28 tt..53 
Percent Males --- 33 .3 51 .• 3_ !4-7. 8 L1/3 .B ___2-_. l_ li3 .1 . _ 
Trial 2 
N"o. Chicks Hatched --- 16 60 165 86 15 333 
.P.ercent Males --- 43.c) 51.7 !.t-6~1 .1k7•7 53.3 4e.9 
Trial 3 
!Jo. Chicks Hatched 76 123 145 78 19 
Percent Males 50.0 4.L.l _ 44.li ·--·- 52.5 ____ 52.6 
Trial 
4L1.1 
8.1 
No. Chicks Hatched 1 8 57 90 43 10 209 
Percent Males o.o 50.0 52.6 41.1 53.5 60.0 47.8 . 
'Totals 
No. Chicks Hatched 
Percent Males 
·17 162 
5_J 
,3tn 
.1 
34 6.8 230 .6 53 5_6.6 1428 . 8.5 
\J1.. 
'° • 
TABLE 14 
THE RELATION UF EMERGEWT PERIOD To SEX RATIOS 
Emergent Period 1 2 3 4 2 6 7~ Totals 
Trial l 
No. Chicks Hatched -- 13 67 121 131 ~7 26 443 
Percent Males -- 46.2 40.3 43.8 49.6 56.3 69.2 48.8 
Chi Square Value -- .31 2.52 l.tl6 .01 1.39 J.85~:- .27 
Trial 2 
No. Chicks Hatched 
Percent Males 
Chi Square Value 
Trial 
2 
50.0 
.oo 
21 
28.6 
• 86{t• 
68 
36.8 
.76~~ 
117 
52.1 
.21 
80 
58.8 
2. 
37 
52.4 
.21 
8 
50.0 
.oo 
333 
49.0 
.12 
No. Chicks Hatched -- 1 16 72 78 35 5 209 
Percent Males -- 100.00 37.5 36.1 59.0 !~5.7 100.00 47.9 
Chi Square Value -- ...... 1.00 5.56~1- . 2.21 .26 ,5.00-i:- .39 
Totals 
No. Chicks Hatched 
; Percent Males 
Chi Square Value 
2 
50.00 
.oo 
% Sfgnfficant {¥>. 0 
·:H:- Significant ( P->. 01) 
35 
37.1 
2.31 
151 
30.4 
81. lO·iHl' 
310 
45.2 
2.qo 
289 
54.. 7 
2.52 
159 
52.8 
.50 
41 987 65.9 48.7 
4.12•::- ~ 
0--
0 
• 
THE RELATION 
Emergent Period 
Trial 1 
Number of 
Chicks Started (1) 
Wu.mber Dead 
Percent Dead 
Trial 
Number of 
Chicks Started 
Number Dead 
Percent Dead 
Trial 11 
Number of 
Chiclrs Started 
Number Dead 
Percent Dead 
-~tals ~ 
Number of 
Chicks Started 
'Number Dead 
Percent Dead 
1) Both sexes 
1 
1 
l 
100.0 
2 
0 
0 
3 
1 
.13.!_J 
2 
16 
4. 
2.5.0 
24 
3 
12.5 
1 
!i.l 
8 
19.5 
TABLI~ 15 
ron TO GRov;nm MORTALITY TO 12' OF AGE 
3 
97 178 191 
30 60 61 
30.9 33.7 31.9 
81 1t1.3 94 15 28 22 
Corr~lation 
6 7 'Io tal. . . G~~;1:f!2.,i ~n t 
113 
--.7. 
C. f 
23.9 
30 Q 
2 
41 
1~ 
~· 36.6 
10 
2 
637 
198 
31.1 
392 
72 
l 
.02,,1. 
.018 
15.5 ___ 19.6 2i~4~ 5._3 20.0 10. 
14i 
23_.}_ 
72 
393 
89 
22.6 
77 37 5 208 
1 l O 5 -.089 
__ 1_.:L_ 2.3 o.o 2.1±_ .. 
362 84. 
23.2 
188 
30 
16.0 
.56 
17 
30. 
1237 
275 
22.2 
.009 
O' 
j-J 
• 
TABLE 16 
THE RELATION OF EMLRGENT P1';RIOD TO LAYING- HOUSE MORTALITY 
Emergent Period . 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 
(1} Trial 1 · •• ---
'Number of 
Pullets Housed 
Number Dead 
Percent Dead 
Trial 
!lumber of 
8 
2 
g5.o 
28 
9 
32.1 
51 
12 
23.5 
54-
19 
3~.2 
26 
11 
.. 2.3 . 
7 
1 
14.] 
11!1-
54 
}j.-·-0 
Pullets Housed 10 35 1}6 29 15 4 139 
Number Dead l O 6 2 3 0 12'· 
Percent Dead 10.0 0.0 13.0 6.9 20.0 0.0 8.6 
Totals 
Number of 
Pullets Housed 
Number Dead 
Percent Dead 
18 
3 
16.7 
l months~auration 
{2) 8 months duration 
63 
9 
14.} 
97 
18 
18.6 
83 
21 
25_.J 
4-1 14 
34.1 
11 
l 
2.1 
313' 66 
21 • .1 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
.004 
-. 081.1-
.033 
~ 
• 
TABLE 17 
THE RELATION OF ADULT BODY SIZE TO GROu\'TH FROM ONE DAY TO 20 VJf:~EKS OF AGE 
FEM.ALES 
Adult (Z1 
Body Day 2 4 6 8 10 12 20 
Size Old Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks 
'!'rial 1 
Average wt. (1) 5.53 42.77 111.83 282.32 1.18 1.78 2.23 2.56 3.70 
Correlation 
Coefficient • 077 .l~.h- .168 • }08-r.·i? 
Trial 
Average ]n. 5.83 42.12 105.22 201.99 .79 
Correlation 
Coefficient .061 .2.3.7-1H:· 
1) Day Old, 2' 1'.ll"eelf; !:i= trnek weignts are .1n 
(2) 'Weights taken at 40 weeks of age 
-!Hi- S ignif ica.n t ( P >. 01) 
• _3_7J.L .. }}-!} 
1.23 
.iJ..61J.3B~ • 502-1~1} 11 96i,~.,,. • -+· ,11 ,n, 
1.71 2.19 3.62 
r::'75"-'' • 2_ ____ ,.""'°"~ •->_9_2iH*' ._7_93~-* 
pounct.s; 
a·, 
w 
• 
TABLE 18 
THE RELATION OF SEXUAL w:AT1JRITY TO GRO'nTH FROM 2' TO 2C OF AGE 
FEMALES 
Sexual 2 4 6 8 10 12 20 
Maturitz Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Trra:1-1 
Average Wt. (1) 185.17 (2) 111.90 280.31 1.17 1.77 2.23 2.57 
Gorreletion 
Coefficient -.065 -.15li} -.193* -.175-;} 
Trial 2 · · 
- .220~}~~ -·.20l*i~ 
-~-
Average ~n. 190.0,5 10,5.36 202.70 .80 1.24 1.71 2.19 
Correlation 
Coefficient -.08 -.12 -.206* -.2 71}* -.2L -tH~ -.J28;i--:'" -.356** 
l Day old, ; week, week weights are in grams, the remain er in pounds 
(2) Days 
* Significant (P>.05) 
·lH'" Significant { P>. 01) 
• 
TABLE 19 
PERCENTAGE UF CHICKS EMERGING IN THE DIFFERErfr .PBRIODS 
Emergent Period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Tq.,tals 
Trial 1 
No. Chicks Hatched 
Percent Emerged 
Trial 2 
1 
0.1 
No. Chicks Hatched 2 
Percent Eme4geJ! . 0.:5 __ Trial 
No. Chi eks Hatched 0 
Percent Emere;ed 0.0 
Totals 
No. Chicks Hatched 3 
Percent Emerged 0.2 
17 
2.6 
99 180 194 115 ~l 647 
15. 3 27 • B 22 • 9 l 7 • 7 o. 3 __ 100 • 00 
25 85 142 94 40 10 398 
... 6.2 2~.3 31.2 23.6 10.0 2.5 100.00 
1 16 72 85 41 5 220 0.4 7.2 32.7 38.6 18.6 2.2 100.00 
43 200 394 373 196 ~6 . 1265 
.h3 ----~-15.8 --- 3bl 29.4 15.4 4.4 100.00 
a-
v,, 
• 
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DISCUSSION 
Effect of !gg, Size .2!! Growth and Reproductive Performance 
The results obtained in these various trials indicate 
that egg size has little effect on growth at broiler age (10 
to 12 weeks of age). 
Weight at hatching time is largely dependent upon egg 
size as shown by Benjamin ( 1920), Upp ( 192l.i.}, and others. 
Sometime between one day-old and twelve weeks of age much 
of the advantage of egg size is overcome. The results of 
this study indicate that chicks from eggs which have as little 
as two grams variation in size can overcome this range in egg 
size within the first week. Chicks from eggs with a greater 
variation than 2 grams (43 to 75 grams) require an additional 
length of time to overcome the advantage of egg size. Most 
of the advantage of egg size has disappeared by four to six 
weeks of age 1ivithin this range or variation. Therefore, the 
duration of the effect of egg size on growth seems to be de-
pendent on the range in egg size involved. 
There are at least three factors which have some influ-
ence in overcoming the effect of egg size. 'l.1hese rac tors are: 
(l} size to be attained or adult body size:, (2) sexual matu-
rity, and (3) the time the chick emerges from the shell. 
In f'igure I, can be seen the ti.me at which the four 
factors--egg size, adult body size, rate of sexual maturity 
and emergent period--exerted a significant p::1.rt of their 
influence on growth to 12 weeks of' age in females of Trial l 
and 2. It appears that egg size exerted its influence up to 
about eight weeks of ae;e. Adult body size began exerting its 
influence at about two to six weeks of age, while rate of matu-
rity began exerting its influence at about four weeks of age. 
The influence of emergent period appears later, or at about 
six weeks of age. 
It would appear that at 12 weeks of age adult body size 
was exerting the most influenc.e on growth ldth rate of sexual 
maturity, egg size and emergent period next in order as shown 
by coefficients of determinations of 36 percent, 11 percent, 
··,, 
3.5 percent, and 3.4 percent resp~ctively. 
The variations that were observed in the time required 
for chicks to overcome egg size may be the ;~sult of several 
factors. 'l'he amount of selection for growth that has been 
practiced may be a cause of variation. In Trial 3 - 501, 
the chicks Y\Tere from a flock which had been selected for growth. 
The advantage of egg size in this group was overcome by three 
weeks of age in both sexes. Trial 3 - A-13, chicks were grown 
at the same time and on the same ration. These chicks were 
froni a flock with little selection for growth~ Here it took 
3 to 6 weeks longer to overcome the advantage of egg size. 
Therefore, it seems that the rate of growth determines to some 
extent how long egg size affects growth. The fast growing 
chicks seem to overcome the effect of egg size sooner than do 
slow growing chicks. The environment under which the chicks 
were grown causes some variation in time required to overcome 
egg size. Trial 2 was conducted during the late spring and 
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early summer. Both the males and females :required eight weoks 
or longor t.o overcome the ef'f'ect of egg size. As grov1th was 
delayed by the high environmental temperature, this would appear 
to substantiate the f'act th.at rate of grovv-th deter.mines to some 
extent how long er;€; size af'fec ts grov,th. '1:he time at vd1i ch 
the ch:lcks are removed from the incubator leads to some varia-
t:i.on. rrrial 4 chicks were removed from the incubator within 
eight hours after emerging f'rom the shell. In this trial large 
correlations were obtained the first four or f'ive weeks for 
both sexes. After this time, the advantage of ege; size is 
quickly overcome.. In all the data, weight of birds which died 
at any age are included .. In some instances this may lnfluence 
the resulting correlations. Some variation of the time re-
qu.lred to overcome 0 
tality. 
size may be due to the :result of mor-
The two instances where significant correlations vvere 
found at.twelve weeks of age might be caused by one or another 
of the above factors, or might be di.:ie to the sampling nature 
of the correlation coefficients e 'I'he males of 'Trial l vvera 
from a flock where little selection for growth rate had been 
practiced. As shown in 'rrial J, crlicks from such a flock 
require a slightly longer time to overcome the advantage of 
egg size. Other environmental :factors may have had some in-
fluence. The females in •rrial 2 were grown during the sum.mer 
months. The weights of all weeks were snm.llor than, those in 
other trials. Such a retarda tlon of' groivth during hot weather 
was repopted by Kempster (1941) and and '.l'hompson (1927). 
Gutteridge and O 1 Ne.11 ( 1942) f~und that environment had a 
much greater effect·than heredity upon the course o.f growth 
du.ring the period o.f rapid development~ Galpin (1939) has 
suggested that characters vested in the egg, probably related 
to factors controlling the physiological activity o:f the dam, 
influence growth rate. Because of this delay and that of high 
environmental temperature., the time required to overcome the 
influence of egg size was longer than in those chicks grown 
during the cooler part of the year. 
Broiler producers would gain little by obtaining chicks 
that v1ere hatched from largo eggs. The coefficients of deter-
mination for egg size and chick weight at one day of age was 
approxlmately B6 percent as compared to about 2 percent at 
twelve weeks of age. Egg size at one day of age accounts for 
apprbximately 86 percent O·f the total variation in chick weight, 
while at 12 weeks of age, egg size accounts i.'or only about 2 
percent of' the total variation. Broiler producers obtaining 
chicks.hatched from eggs averaging 20 to 22 ounces per dozen 
may expect sa.t.isfa.ctory growth a.t ten to twelve weeks of age. 
As shown in this study, little relation exists between 
the size of the egg f'rom which the pullet hatched and sexual 
maturity or egg production. 
If the size of the egg from which the pullet hatched is 
related to sexual maturity,_it would be related through body 
size at age or sexual r.1aturity. Gallenbach (1934) has shown 
that birds which are larger at sixteen weeks of age reach 
sexual maturity earlier than do smaller birds. The results 
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of' this study indicate that large1" birds of this strain 
generally .reach sexual :maturity earlier than do the smaller 
birds.. 'Phis data would indicate that the size of the egg 
from whfch the pullet hatched has little effect on growth at 
twenty weeks ·or age; therefore, littlf? relation could be ex-
pected to exist- between size of the egg fron:t which the pullet 
h.atchod and sexual matu:rity within this strain. 
Hays and Bennett ( 1923) have shown sexua1 .maturity to 
he Correlated VJ:i th annual egg production". Finne ( 19t~8) found 
that early sexual :maturing birds lay :more eggs during their 
f'irst laying year than do late seJcUal maturing birds. As 
there was little relationship between the size of' the egg 
from which the pullets hatched and sexual maturity, little 
relation could be expectEid bet\\ieen size of the egg from which 
the pullet hatched and egg production. 
The difference of the results of the two trials of pullets 
housed to study the effect of size of the egg .from which the 
pullet; hatched and reproductive performance may be due to the 
extreme difference ii1 mortality rate. Trial 1 had 31 percent 
mortality whil~ Trial 2 had 9 percent mortality. Another 
possible source ot' variation mey bf! · the difference of' ti:me 
each trial was in production. Trial 1 was in production for 
~ a duration of 11 months and Trial 2, 8 months. When the prod-
uction of all birds housed for both trials was considered 
little relation appears to exist between the size of the egg 
f'rom which the pullet hatched and egg production. However, 
additional data using larger numbers would be desirable before 
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coming to a definite conclusion as to the effect that size 
of the egg from wh:ich the pullet hatched may have on egg· 
production. 
It does not seem necessary that consideration should be 
giveri to the size of the egg from which the pullet hatc:1ed other 
than to :rnain.ts.in aver.age egg size in the flock. 
Effect £! Emergent Period 2!! Growth And 
Reproductive Perfor:manc..£. · · 
The results of this study ir.1dicate that· early emerging 
chicks gro\v faster than· do. late emerging chicks. 
:The early emerging chicks, when removed from the incuba-
tor soon aftor hatching, have a slight advantage in growth. 
Tb.is slight advantage in growth is probably due to two factors. 
First,. the chick.a secu:c>e feed and water ~ooner. Second, those 
chicks which emerge early may be .fast$r growing. By having 
-.reed and water available sooner., the chicks which emerge early 
and become hungry can obtain .feed. Little or no loss of weight 
occurs because the chicks are soon eating. These chicks are 
able· to.use the energy o:r the .feed rather than that of the yolk 
ma. terial •. If the chicks remain in the ineuba to:r., there is a 
loss of weight due to the absorption of yolk material as a 
source of energy and due to a l·oss of moisture. Even with this 
loss of weight those chic.ks which emerged early grew slightly 
faster. 
The variations found between emergent per.iod and day-old 
chick weight in Trials 1 and 2 and Trial 4 are caused by the 
differer1ces in the time the chicks were removed from the 
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incubator. Chicks in Tr•ials 1 and 2 remained in the incubator 
until the twenty-second day, while those in Trial 4- were re-
moved within eight hours after emerging from the shell. Those 
chicks which emerged early and remained in the incubator for 
the duration of the hatch lost weight. Those chicks which 
emerged early and were removed did not lose weight. I'he early 
emerging chicks were slightly larger than the later emerging 
chicks. On the average, chicks. which were rerr1oved from. the 
incubator soon after hatching weighed about 75 percent of the 
original egg weight while chicks which.remained in the incuba-
tor until the twenty-second day weighed about 70 percent of 
the original egg weight. There was approximately a 5 percent 
difference in weight of day-old chicks between Trial 1 and 2 
and Trial 4. 'rhis source of varia tio:h \.Vas true for the results 
obtained bet1aeen emergent period and growth after one day-old 
i'or these trials. The chicks v1hich 1:mre removed i'rom the in-. 
cubator soon after hatching were able to maintain the advantage 
in growth gained by emerging early from the shell. 
In most hatchery operations the hatcheryman removes all 
his chicks from the incuOa tor at one time. Generally, this 
is the beginning of' the twenty-second day of incubation. Fol-
lowing this practice 11 ttle advantage in grov1th is gained by 
the early emerging chicks, and the slight gain in growth rate 
would probably be more than offset by the cost of labor needed 
to remove the early emerging chicks from the hatcher. 'rhis 
additional cost would no doubt be added to the sale price of 
the chicks. In large hatcheries where chicks are removed 
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early· in order to reduce erov1ding in the hatching trays, 
the broiler producer would be able to obtain early em.erging 
chicks.. But, about 57 .4 percent o:f' the early emerging chicks 
were .f'ernales, hence broiler producers would have leas total 
weight to sell at ten to twelve vreeks of age. Aekerson and 
fifussehl (1930) and Asmundson and Lerner (1933) hav,e shown 
that male chicks grow more rapidly than female chieks. 
Commercial broiler producers would gain little. by obtaining 
the early emerging chicks. 
As shoffll in this study# generally pullets which emerge 
early tend to reach sexual 1:naturity sooner a..'ld lay a few 
mo,re eggs than pullets which emerge later. 
Early sexual maturity results in a higher annual egg 
production (n:a:ys (1944) • Hays and Bennet (1923) and Finne 
(1948). This explains the results obtained in Trial 2 
pullets but does not explain the results obtained in Trial 
1. In Trial 2 the early emerging pullets reached sexual 
maturity sooner and laid more eggs. The early emerging 
pu11ets of Trial 1 reached sexual maturity later but laid 
more eggs. This indicates that f':aeto.rs other than sexual 
maturity cause a difference of egg production between early 
and. late emerging c...tucks. 
Because of' the many environmental factors which inf"lu-
ence egg production, it is doubtful that much could be 
gained by selecting the early emerging pullets rol" egg pro-
duction. 
Effect of F:gg 'Uze .2!l Emergent Period 
The results of these data tend to show that chicks from 
large eggs emerge later _than do chicks from small eggs. 
Although there is an indication that large eggs take 
longer to hatch than do small ege,s., the varations observed 
within these data indicate that other- factors may affeet the 
time chicks emerge from. the shell. The variation in the 
development of the embryo due to holding temperature, position 
of the egg in the cycle and time the egg remains in the ovi-
duct are possible sources of' variation. The environmental 
conditions of incubation could affect the emergent period of 
the chicks. Smyth and Howes (1949) have shown by selection 
that there may be genes controlling the length of incubation 
period. 
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SUMlVIARY AND CONCLUSIO?TS 
The affect of egg size on growth and reproductive 
performance was studied~ From this study :_of. 693; male and 
73'5 female c.hieks and 323 pullets the following conclusion 
may be drawn: 
l. Egg size has little -effect on growth at ten to 
twelve weeks of age. 
2. Egg size, as !t influenees ehiek weight, dis,a.ppears 
between four and six. weeks of age. 
3. Egg size and day-old chick vie1ght are highly corre-
lated. 
~. There is no relation between the size of the egg from 
which the pullet,. was hateh';')d and sexual maturity. 
5. There is no relation between the size of the egg fro-m 
which the pullet was hatched and egg produetion. 
6,. Male chicks weifs}l more than female chicks at hatch-
ing time .• 
7. Egg size has no eff'eet on sex ratioso 
8. Adult body size begins exerting its 1:nf'luenee on 
growth at about two to six weeks of age. 
9. Rate of sexual :maturity- begilis exerting its influ ... 
enee on grovtth at about four to six weeks or age. 
The effee-t of emergent period on. growth and reproductive 
performance vnas studied. From this study or- 4-81 male and 
506 female ehieks and 323 pullets, the following eonelusion 
may be drawn: 
l. Early emerg.1ng chieks grow slightly faster than 
late emerging chicks. 
2 . Early emerging pullets mature sexually slightly 
earlier than late emerging pullets . 
3. Early emerging pullets lay a few more eggs than do 
late emerging pullets . 
4. There is no relation between emergent period and 
mortality to twelve weeks or age . 
5. There is no relation between emergent period and 
mortality during the period of egg production. 
6. Egg weight and emergent period is highly correlated; 
therefore , the larger the egg, generally , the longer 
time required for it to hatch . 
7. Female chicks predominate during the first half of 
the hatch. while male chicks predominate during 
the second half . 
• 
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